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ABSTRACT
With the development of the computational technology, vehicle dynamics
simulation has become a powerful tool for vehicle design in automotive industry
nowadays. Since the tire plays a crucial role in vehicle handling, ride comfort, and
durability, an accurate and efficient tire model becomes the prerequisite for the
reliability and effectiveness of various vehicle dynamic simulations.
In this dissertation, first an in-plane flexible ring tire model which is mainly
used for straight line ride comfort and durability analysis is proposed. The model
consists of a rigid rim, a certain number of discretized lumped mass belt points and
massless tread blocks attached on the belt. Various virtual in-plane cleat tests according
to the commercial ADAMS® FTire are conducted for parameter identification and
validation of this in-plane tire model.
The in-plane flexible ring tire model is further extended to a 3D out-of-plane
tire model with a broader range of applications. The parameters in the 3D out-of-plane
tire model are divided into in-plane tire parameters and out-of-plane tire parameters.
Within the 3D tire model, the values of the in-plane tire parameters are borrowed
directly from the in-plane tire model, and the out-of-plane tire parameters are identified
based on certain out-of-plane cleat tests. Various ADAMS® FTire driving/braking,
cornering and cleat tests are conducted to validate the proposed 3D out-of-plane tire
model.
Besides, several important topics regarding to the flexible ring tire model,
including the tire model efficiency, tire parameter sensitivity, robustness of the
parameter identification procedure, and the relation between the tire parameters and tire
model discretization, are also investigated in this dissertation.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Motivations
Currently, computational modeling and simulation methods are widely used for
vehicle virtual dynamic tests and early design of vehicle suspension, chassis, and
electronic control systems (Lutz et al., 2007). As the only component of a vehicle that
interacts with ground, the accuracy and efficiency of the simulation results of a tire
will directly determine the quality of the virtual dynamic tests and design. Perhaps this
is why significant amount of research efforts have been devoted to tire modeling and
simulation.
Tire model development is a challenging task, since the tire-road interaction is
a complicated mechanism that is affected by the road conditions, vehicle
driving/payload conditions, tire structure, temperature and inflation pressures, etc.
Meanwhile, it is also difficult to accurately conduct all the tire tests that can fully
capture the tire properties, especially for the large tire due to the testing equipment
capability limits. This dissertation will focus on the tire structure aspects and try to
develop a tire model that is able to accurately address the coupling effect of the
interactions among different tire components along three directions and generate
reasonable prediction results for vehicle durability tests.
In general, based on different modeling approaches and complexities, tire
models can be classified as map-type/brush tire models, tire structure models, and
finite element tire models (Rauh and Mossner-Beigel, 2008). Different types of tire
models may have different applications. The map-type/brush tire models are mainly
used for vehicle handling analysis, real-time vehicle dynamic simulation, and control
system design; the tire structure models are mainly used for the analysis of ride
comfort, durability, stability and noise, vibration and harshness (NVH); and the finite
element tire models are mainly used for tire design, tire abuse investigation,
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hydroplaning and high frequency noise emission (Lutz et al., 2007; Eichberger and
Schittenhelm, 2005).
Objectives
The ultimate goal for tire modeling is to develop a flexible ring tire model with
high accuracy and efficiency compared with currently available models. The
objectives of this research work are listed as follows:
•

Develop a frame work of both in-plane and out-of-plane flexible ring tire
models that can be used for handling, ride comfort, and durability
analysis.

•

Build various ADAMS® FTire test rigs for driving/braking, cornering,
and cleat tests with respect to different tire loads, velocities, cleat sizes
and orientations.

•

Program the proposed tire models into MATLAB code, and compare the
predicted results of the proposed tire models with those from FTire for
various tests.

•

Identify the parameters of the in-plane and out-of-plane models by
approaching the reference dynamic cleat test results through
MATLAB® particleswarm algorithm.

•

Conduct parameter sensitivity analysis for the proposed in-plane tire
model to determine each parameter’s influence on the final predicted
results.

•

Investigate the accuracy and efficiency of proposed in-plane tire model
with respect to the belt point discretization.

•

Study the robustness of the proposed optimization algorithm.

•

Apply the proposed in-plane tire model into a half-car model and the outof-plane tire model into a full-car model for further validation.
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Literature Review

Map-type/brush tire models
Map-type tire models, or approximation formula-based tire models (Reinalter
et al., 2007), are mainly constructed based on empirical experimental data. This type
of tire models are simple, direct, efficient and are mainly applied for vehicle handling
analysis and controller design, such as starting from standstill, parking, steady state
cornering (skid pad), driving, braking, line change, and so on (Van Oosten, 2007).
For such type of tire model, the most important inputs are probably the
longitudinal slip ratio, lateral slip angle (Pacejka and Besselink, 2012) and vertical tire
load ( Fz ). The longitudinal slip ratio is defined as

S=

Re − vx
vx

(1.1)

and the lateral slip angle is defined as

 = − arctan

vy
vx

(1.2)

where Re is the tire effective rolling radius,  is the tire spin rate, vx , vy is the tire
longitudinal and lateral velocity, respectively. The outputs include the longitudinal tire
force ( Fx ), lateral tire force ( Fy ), self-aligning torque ( M z ), overturning torque ( M x ),
and rolling resistance ( M y ) shown as Figure 1.1.
The most well-known tire model used in industry that can capture the
relationship between the above-mentioned inputs and outputs is Pacejka’s magic
formula tire model (MF-Tire) (Pacejka and Bakker, 1992). The general formula of the
MF-Tire model is given by

y = Dsin[Carctan{Bx − E(Bx − arctanBx)}]
Y = y + Sv
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x = X + SH
where Y is the output variable, X is the input variable, B, C, D, E are formula
coefficients with actual physical meanings, and Sv , S H are shift variables (Pacejka and
Besselink, 2012). The MF-Tire model has been improved with different versions, and
the latest version is MF 7.1, which is valid up to 12Hz frequency and 15° camber
angle (Kuiper and Van oosten, 2007). The MF-Tire model was also extended to deal
with turn slip, inflation pressure changes, as well as better description of the rolling
resistance (Besselink et al., 2010). Hirschberg (2002) proposed a map type tire model
TMeasy which is used for steady state tire simulations. In this model, the relationship
between the tire force/torque and the tire slip is defined by six characteristic
parameters. And this model can be incorporated with any multibody simulation system
that supports standard tire interface. Mastinu et al. (1997) proposed a semi-analytical
tire model that can be applied for both steady-state and transient-state simulations. The
relation between the tire forces and tire slips are explained in Mastinu et al. (1991).
z

Mz

Fx
x

Fy

Mx

My

y

Figure 1.1 Tire forces and moments
In brush type tire model, the relation between the longitudinal/lateral force and
longitudinal/lateral slip is determined based on the brush approach. This model is
further developed to a semi-physical tire model which can describe the transient steer
effect by steering time delay and friction stress relaxation. The longitudinal and lateral
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forces are formulated based on the UA tire model (Gim, 1988), the vertical force is
formulated as a function of the tire deflection, camber angle and lateral force, and the
moments are represented by a function of three forces and their corresponding
application points (Gim, 2005). Svendenius and Gafvert (2006) developed a semiempirical brush type tire model for combined slip force, which is represented by
rubber tread deformation. Capone et al. (2007) proposed a physical analytical brush
tire model Ph.An.Ty.M.H.A which focuses on normal interaction description for
handling analysis. Sharp (1986) proposed a multi-spoke tire model for steady state
simulation. Zhou et al. (1999) extended the model for tire transient behavior
simulation. Guo et al. (2005) developed a nonlinear and non-steady state UniTire
model which is able to cover large lateral/longitudinal slip, turn slip and camber angle.
Canudas de Wit et al. (1995) proposed a sophisticated Lugre-friction model which can
capture the complicated friction behaviors such as the Stribeck effect, hysteresis, and
spring-like characteristics. This friction model is widely applied on predicting the tire
longitudinal/lateral slip forces (Velenis et al., 2005).
In general, the map-type tire models can generate more accurate results within
their application range compared to the brush type tire models, however, the brush
type tire models are more consistent for the steady state and transient state simulations
(Reinalter et al., 2007). In other words, the physical-based brush type tire model has
broader application range compared to some empirical map-type tire model.
Note that besides handling analysis, some map-type tire models are also
proposed for ride comfort and durability analysis. For example, Bandel and Monguzzi
(1988) developed a “black box” model with five parameters that can be used for
simulation of a tire running over an obstacle. Belluzzo et al. (2002) applied a statespace model to predict the tire hub force due to road irregularities up to 250Hz. Ardeh
et al. (2011) proposed an Abaqus-based surrogate tire model for vehicle durability
analysis.
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Tire structure models
Tire structure models are mainly used for ride comfort, durability analysis and
suspension design. Such modeling approach is able to handle more complex off-road
simulations. According to different treatments of the tire belt, tire structure models can
be classified as rigid ring tire model and flexible ring tire model. Rigid ring tire
modeling approach considers the tire belt as a rigid body. Several represented rigid
ring tire models are summarized as follows: Gipser et al. (1997) proposed a rigid ringbased tire model BRIT to predict the tire dynamic response for road unevenness. In
this model, the tire belt was modeled as a rigid ring-shell, the tire and the road were
interacted through discretized massless tread blocks represented by springs and
dampers. Khanse et al. (2016) developed an in-plane rigid ring model to analyze the
tire response for anti-lock braking and short-wavelength disturbance. Zegelaar (1996)
developed an in-plane rigid ring tire model for dynamic cleat tests, where the effective
inputs of the rigid ring model were obtained from a quasi-static rolling of a flexible
ring model (Gong, 1993). Maurice (2000) extended the in-plane rigid ring model to
out-of-plane tire model. Schmeitz (2004) further improved the tire model for dynamic
cleat tests of any arbitrary 3D road surfaces, which was a complete version of the
well-known rigid ring-based tire model MF-SWIFT (Schmeitz, 2007). MF-SWIFT tire
model contained four important components: Magic Formula, contact patch slip
model, rigid ring model and obstacle enveloping model (Schmeitz, 2007). This model
can be used to predict tire dynamic behaviors for both in-plane and out-of-plane
motions up to 60-100Hz.
Compared to the rigid ring modeling approach, the flexible ring modeling
approach discretizes the belt into a number of belt segments, therefore it ensures
enough vibration modes to directly capture the deflection of tire belt without
preprocessing as the rigid ring model (Umstrithong, 2012). Many efforts have been
dedicated to the flexible ring modeling approach. For example, Gong (1993)
developed an in-plane flexible ring tire model which considered the tire as a circular
ring supported by an elastic foundation. The model included a rigid rim,
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circumferentially distributed sidewall springs, and a circular tread-band beam.
Hamilton’s principle was applied to derive the equations of motion for this model. The
order of Gong’s flexible ring tire model was up to six which was highly complex,
which led to a higher computational load for dynamic simulations. Eichler (1997)
proposed a ride comfort tire model which discretized the tire belt as a threedimensional mass points system. In this model, the tire components were connected by
both translational and rotational springs. The tire-road contact force was obtained from
the restoring force of tread bristle deformation. Umstrithong (2012) proposed an inplane flexible ring tire model in which the belt was discretized into finite lumped-mass
points. The tire was modeled by a ring of discretized belt points supported by the
sidewall and tread spring and damper system. In this model, only one tread block was
attached at each discretized belt point, and the tread block slip was not considered.
Commercially, two well-known flexible ring tire model FTire® (Gipser, 2005, 2007)
and CDTire® (Gallrein and Backer, 2007) were widely used in industry. FTire model
was derived based on the developer’s two previous tire models including a rigid ringbased model BRIT (Gipser, 1997) and a finite element model DNS-Tire (Gipser,
1987). The complete FTire model included a mechanical model, a thermal model and
a tread wear model. CDTire model proposed by Gallerin and Backer (2007) included
three types of tire models: rigid ring-based model CD20, in-plane flexible ring-based
model CD30 and out-of-plane flexible, shell-based model CD40. More details of the
modeling approach for FTire model and CDTire model were given in the later section
of the modeling approach comparison between the proposed tire model and the
previous flexible ring tire model. Yang and Medepalli (2008) applied the CDTire to
predict various spindle loads. The results showed that CDTire was able to generate
reasonable predicted results for various road events, but the efficiency was still needed
to be improved.

Finite element tire models
Finite element tire models are mainly used for tire design and some extreme
driving condition simulation. Nakajima (2011) explained in detail about how to apply
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finite element analysis (FEA) tire model to design tire shape, bead structure, belt
structure, and hydroplaning prevention. Olatunbosun and Burke (2002) presented
various techniques and strategies for FEA tire rotation modeling which served as a
guidance for successful model creation.
Gipser (1987) proposed a FEA tire model DNS-Tire which modeled tire
sidewall, belt and tread with different types of elements. Total nodal number of this
model was between 1000 and 5000, with each node including a 3-dimensional position
vector and a 3-dimensional velocity vector. Mousseau and Hulbert (1996) proposed a
2D tire model that could accurately predict the tire behaviors under large obstacles. In
this model, the sidewall was approximated by circular membrane and the tread was
represented by a geometrically non-linear beam element. Negrus et al. (1997) created
a finite element tire model to study the natural frequencies and mode shapes of a nonrotating tire. Reida et al. (2006) built a detailed tire model based on LS-DYNA for
crash application. Baecker et al. (2010) presented an extended FEA tire model for
CDTire that was able to capture the sidewall nonlinearity under large deformation.
Gruber et al. (2010) built a physical FEA tire model in TreadSim for normal and shear
force prediction of a braked racing tire. Li and Schindler (2012) built a 3-dimensional
finite element model in Abaqus® to study the tire-soil interaction. Shabana (2014)
developed the ANCF Tire model based on the finite element absolute nodal coordinate formula. Based on the similar modeling approach, Yamashita (2016)
incorporated the ANCF Tire model with Lugre friction model to analysis the various
tire transient behaviors. Wei et al. (2016) created a finite element tire model in Abaqus
to study the operation condition range of FTire model. The most well-known
commercial FEA tire model is RMOD-K proposed by Oertel and Fandre (1999). This
model was incorporated into the commercial multi-body dynamic software
ADAMS®, and several data reduction rules were developed in this model to increase
the computational efficiency without losing accuracy.

8
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Tire model parameter identification and validation
Besides the modeling approaches, the parameter values used in a tire model
also directly affect the model prediction accuracy. In general, the tire modeling
approaches are associated with difficult levels of parameter identification. Seven SAE
standards are proposed to fully identify the parameters for a given tire model including
the normal force deflection test (SAE J2704, 2010), low speed enveloping test (SAE
J2731, 2012), quasi-static cleat test (SAE J2705, 2012), tire quasi-static
longitudinal/lateral force vs. displacement test (SAE J2718, 2010), modal test (SAE
J2710, 2012) and dynamic cleat test (SAE J2730, 2013; SAE J2812, 2014). However,
in the real world, due to limited resources, limited tire experiments can be conducted
for identifying these parameters. Moreover, tire model parameter identification is
probably the most challenging part of a tire model development. This is because
firstly, the tire parameter values vary with respect to different tire sizes, inflation
pressures, temperatures, velocities as well as road conditions. It is not possible to use
one set of parameters to predict all conditions; secondly, due to the nonlinearity of the
tire model, most currently available optimization algorithms cannot guarantee the final
identified parameters to be global optimal results. Significant efforts have been
dedicated to improve the parameter identification for different tire models.
Pacejka’s magic formula tire model is divided into several different sections,
including the pure longitudinal force vs. longitudinal slip, pure lateral force/selfaligning toque vs. lateral slip angle and combined slip (Pacejka and Besselink, 2012).
Different tire tests are usually conducted for identifying the parameters in different
sections. For instance, the longitudinal slip ratio sweep test is mainly used to
determine the parameters for the pure longitudinal force section; the lateral slip angle
sweep test is mainly applied to determine the parameters for the pure lateral slip
force/self-aligning moment section; and the combined slip sweep test is mainly used to
determine the combined slip section. For more advanced magic formula based MFSWIFT tire model, the parameter identification includes three-step test (Schmeitz and
Versteden, 2009): The first step is the tests mentioned above for magic formula
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parameter identification, the second is the basic tire property tests such as tire overall
stiffness, effective rolling radius, contact patch and rolling resistance, the third is the
cleat tests that are used for determining rigid ring sidewall stiffness and damping, as
well as the mass and moment of inertia. Gallrein and Backer (2007) explained the
details of the parameter identification for CDTire, including the static stiffness tests
for both vertical and lateral directions, footprint tests, modal analysis of free tire, and
45°/90° cleat tests. These tests are also conducted for different inflation tire
pressures/velocities to ensure a broader range of tire model application. A software
toolbox LMS CDTire parameter identification was also developed for the parameter
identification of the CDTire. However, the author also pointed out that the parameter
identification performance for CDTire was still highly dependent on the accuracy of
the experimental results and the diligence of the engineer. Gipser (2005) developed
three software tools for the parameters identification of FTire: FTire/calc, FTire/fit and
FTire/estimate. FTire/cal was mainly used for conducting the static load calculation
for various road surfaces, tire cambers and tire deflection at different directions.
FTire/fit was mainly applied for identifying the tire model parameters through various
cleat tests for different speeds, cleat orientations, loads, camber angles and inflation
pressures. FTire/estimate was mainly created for estimating the parameters for a
different tire based on the well-validated FTire data. Li et al. (2018) compared the
performance of four different optimization algorithms, including two local
optimization algorithms-fminsearch and patternsearch, and two global optimization
algorithms-genetic algorithms and particleswarm, for parameter identification of the
proposed flexible ring tire model in this dissertation. The results showed that the
global optimization algorithms in general outperform the local optimization
algorithms, and particleswarm performs the best among these four methods.
Tire model validation tests mainly divide into handling capability tests and
high frequency capability tests (Lugner and Plochl, 2005). Typical handling tests
include standstill starting/stopping/parking maneuver/moving road excitation, straight
line driving or cornering with change of loading/friction/inflation pressure, and
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combined slip steady state tests; while high frequency capability tests include sweep
tests of longitudinal slip/steering/vertical load, dynamic imbalance tests, ride comfort
and durability cleat tests and pothole tests. In this dissertation, the proposed tire model
is mainly used for ride comfort and durability tests, and various ADAMS® cleat tests
are conducted to identify the tire model parameters. However, from the validation
results of driving/braking/cornering, the proposed tire model can be applied to
handling analysis as well.

Contribution
In this dissertation, both in-plane and out-of-plane flexible ring tire models
which are mainly used for ride comfort and durability analysis are proposed and
validated. Table 1.1 lists the approaches and assumptions for the available flexible
ring tire models in the literature.
Table 1.1 List of previously proposed flexible ring tire modeling approaches
Includes tire treadband (belt) and rigid wheel;
Gong:

Tire treadbanded is modeled as a circular ring beam;

In-plane
flexible ring
model
(1993)

The treadband and the wheel are connected through the sidewall
which is represented by the radial and tangential springs along the
entire circumference of the ring;
The tire-road interaction is represented by the radial springs;
Equation of motion (EOM) is derived based on Hamilton’s
principle.
Includes rim, belt points and tread blocks

Eichler:

The rim-belt point interaction is represented by a radial
translational spring and rotational spring;

Flexible ring
tire model

The interaction between the neighboring belt points is represented
by a translational spring and a bending spring;

(1997)

The belt-road interaction force through the tread blocks includes
two parts: the normal force due to tread block deflection, and the
tangential friction force, the friction coefficient is a function of
tread block sliding velocity and local pressure.
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Includes rigid rim and 80-200 lumped-mass belt nodes;
The interaction between the rim and each node is represented by
spring and damper systems, Maxwell elements and spring-friction
connections at 3 directions;
Gipser:
FTire
(2005)

The interaction between neighboring belt nodes are represented
by a translational spring, a torsional spring, both in-plane and outof-plane bending springs;
The interaction between belt and the road are represented by
numerous tread blocks. For the tread block connected to the
ground, two types of forces are generated, first is the force along
the normal direction due to the tread block deflection and
deflection rate; second is the friction force along the tangential
direction, and the friction coefficient is a function of tread block
sliding velocity, local pressure and tread block temperature.
CDTire 30: in-plane flexible belt tire model:
Includes rigid rim and belt points;

Gallrein and
Backer:
CDTire
(2007)

The rim-belt point interaction is represented by the spring and
damper at radial and tangential directions;
The interaction between the neighboring belt points are
represented by a translational spring and a bending spring;
The belt-road interaction is represented by numerous tread blocks
represented by spring and damper systems at radial and tangential
directions.
CDTire 40: 3D tire shell-based tire model:
The sidewall and belt are modeled as 3D shell elements;
The tire-road interaction is calculated based on brush contact
model.

Includes rim, belt points and tread blocks; the rim-belt point
Umstrithong: interaction is represented by the spring and damper at radial and
tangential directions;
In-plane
flexible ring The interaction between neighboring belt points are represented
tire model
by radial/tangential springs and dampers;
(2012)

The tire-road force is represented by the tread block springs, each
belt point is only attached to one tread block, only the force due
to tread block deflection is considered.
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This dissertation derives the flexible ring tire model from scratch that is unique
in following aspects: First, in this model, the translational springs and dampers
between the neighboring belt points are located right in the middle of the
corresponding neighboring belt points. Both CDTire and FTire models consider the
bending stiffness between the neighboring belt points, which are related to the bending
torque generated by the angle deformation between the two adjacent lines formulated
by the neighboring belt points. In comparison, all the forces between the neighboring
belt segments for the proposed tire model can be obtained directly from each belt
point’s displacement and velocity without considering the bending stiffness. This will
greatly reduce the difficulties of the mathematical derivation of the equations of
motion and improve the efficiency of the numerical programming without losing
accuracy; Next, different equations are used to compute the tread block tangential
forces from the ground depending on the condition of tread block sticking or sliding.
The tangential tread block deflection is calculated by integrating the tread block slip
velocity over time for tread block sticking condition. When tread block is sliding on
the ground, a force equilibrium condition is applied to calculate the tread block
tangential force; Finally, the proposed out-of-plane tire model is an extension of the
in-plane tire model assembled into different slices, with additional degrees of freedom
and constrains added. The parameters among different slices can vary to better
represent the actual tire properties. The slice number is also subjected to change with
respect to different driving conditions and prediction accuracy requirements. The
relations between tire model parameters and belt point/tread block numbers are also
determined in this model. This greatly increases the flexibility of varying the belt
point/tread block numbers and changing the degrees of freedom of the tire model for
different simulation conditions without the concern of re-identifying the parameters.
In addition, unlike the commercial tire models that act as a black box, the proposed
tire model is transparent to the users, therefore, users can directly improve or modify
any part of the tire model according to their needs.
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Besides, this research also investigates some important topics regarding to the
flexible ring tire model including the parameter sensitivity, the robustness of the
parameter identification procedure, the accuracy and efficiency of the tire model with
respect to different belt point numbers and tread block numbers.
Outline of the Dissertation
The dissertation is organized as follows: first, the motivation of this research
and literature review of tire models for different applications are presented in Chapter
1; then a detailed in-plane flexible ring tire model is derived in Chapter 2, Chapter 3
presents the parameter identification and validation of the proposed in-plane flexible
ring tire model; Chapter 4 will discuss several important topics such as the parameter
sensitivity, the influence of the belt point/tread block number, and the robustness of
the optimization algorithm; afterwards, Chapter 5 extends the in-plane flexible ring
tire model to a more sophisticated and complete out-of-plane tire model, and the
parameter identification and validation of the out-of-plane tire model is explained in
Chapter 6; finally, Chapter 7 summarizes the PhD work and specifies the future
possible topics worth conducting.
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CHAPTER II
IN-PLANE FLEXIBLE RING TIRE MODEL DEVELOPMENT
Overview
In this chapter, a two-dimensional flexible ring tire model shown in Figure 2.1
is proposed for predicting a tire’s in-plane static and dynamic behaviors such as
standstill tire load-deflection, straight-line driving/braking, ride comfort, and
durability under uneven terrain.
As shown in Figure 2.1, the tire is composed of a rigid rim with mass M w ,
radius Rw and K discretized lumped mass belt points, each with mass mi , to
approximate the circular belt. M (M≥3) evenly distributed massless tread blocks are
attached on the line between the neighboring belt points. The tire unloaded radius is R.
This tire model mainly has three interactions: the first is the interaction between the
rim and each belt point through sidewall linear translational spring and damper ksr , csr
, kst , cst at radial and tangential directions, respectively, and a nonlinear translational
spring ksrn at radial direction, which only appears under large tire sidewall deflection
when the tire belt touches the rim. The second is the interaction between the
neighboring belt points, which is represented by the translational radial and tangential
spring and damper kbr , cbr , k bt , cbt , respectively. The last is the interaction between
the belt and the road through massless tread block. There are two types of tread block
forces: first is due to tread block deflection, which is represented by spring kpn at
normal direction; and the second is the tread block-ground friction which is
represented by spring kps at shear direction.
After these three interactions are specified, the equations of motion for rim and
each belt point can be derived. Based on these equations of motion, one can predict the
tire states for various driving tests.
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Figure 2.1 Proposed flexible ring tire model
In-Plane Tire Model Kinematics and Free Body Diagram
All components’ displacements need to be specified to describe those three
interactions mentioned above. In Figure 2.2, two coordinates are defined to determine
the displacements: the inertial ground coordinate Og X g Zg and the moving local
coordinate Ow X wi Zwi for the ith (i = 1,...K ) belt point, where Ow is located at the rim
center, and its displacement under the ground coordinate is given by rw = [ xw

zw ]T .

Oi represents the ith belt point at the undeformed condition. Ow X wi passes through
Ow and Oi , and Ow Zwi follows the right-hand rule. Oi represents the location of the
ith belt point after deformation, and the displacement of Oi with respect to Oi is given
by ri = [ xi

zi ]T under the moving coordinate Ow X wi Zwi .
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Figure 2.2 Coordinate definition for the flexible ring tire model
Based on Figure 2.2, the center location of the ith belt point Oi represented in
the ground coordinate system is given by

rig = rw + Ti (ri +R)
cos i
where Ti = 
 sin i

(2.1)

− sin i 
2

(i −1) − − w is the angle from the coordinate
, i =

cos i 
K
2

system Og X g Zg horizontal axis to the Ow Zwi axis of the coordinate Ow X wi Zwi , and  w
is the rotational angle of the rim. R = [ R 0]T .
Figure 2.3 illustrates free body diagrams for the rim and the ith belt point.

Fsi = [ Fsri

Fsti ]T are the sidewall forces along the moving coordinate Ow X wi Zwi due to

ith belt point deflection, and Tsi are the torque generated due to the sidewall tangential
force Fsti . Fii+1 = [Firi+1

Fiti+1 ]T is the force vector between the ith and (i+1)th belt

points along the moving coordinate Ow X wi Zwi ; Fpi = [ Fpri

Fpti ]T represents the

resultant tire-road contact force vector for the ith belt point along the moving
coordinate Ow X wi Zwi . T is the external torque on the rim due to braking (negative) or
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driving (positive). Fsp = [ Fspx

Fspz ]T represents the force vector between the rim and

spindle along the ground coordinate.

Z wi

T

Ow
Fsri

Fspz
Fspx

Zg

mi g

X wi

Ow

Fsti

Mw g

Oi

Fi−i 1

Fsti

Fi i+1

i
s

T
Og

Fpti

i
sr

F

Xg

Fpri

(a)

(b)

Figure 2.3 Free body diagrams: a) Rim; b) the ith belt point
Interaction Between the Rim and Belt Points
Based on Figure 2.2, the linear sidewall forces along Ow X wi and Ow Zwi axis and
torques are given by

where Fsli = [ Fsrli

Fsli = Ks ri + Cs ri

(2.2)

Tsi = Fstli (R − Rw )

(2.3)

ksr
Fstli ]T , Ks = 
0

0
csr
and Cs = 

kst 
0

0
.
cst 

The nonlinear sidewall forces along Ow X wi axis are given by

Fsrni = max[0,sign( xi − x0 )]  ksrn ( xi − x0 )2 xi

(2.4)

The nonlinear sidewall force is used to model the condition of the tire
undergoing extremely large deformation, i.e. when the belt touches the rim. x0 is the
thresholds beyond which the nonlinear force shows up. Note that x0 is along the
sidewall radial direction.
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Summing up the linear force and nonlinear force yields the following equation:

Fsi = Fsli + Fsni
i
where Fsni = [Fsrn

(2.5)

0]T .

Interaction Between Neighboring Belt Points
The direction of the springs and dampers between the ith and (i+1)th belt
points is given in Figure 2.4: the radial spring and damper are located along the axis

Ow X wi +1 , and the tangential spring and damper are located along the axis Ow Zwi+1 . The
angle between the coordinate Ow X wi +1Zwi +1 and Ow X wi Zwi is 0 / 2 , which is the half of
the angle 0 =

2
between the neighboring local moving coordinate Ow X wi Zwi and
K

Ow X wi +1Zwi +1 .
Z

Z wi

i +1
i

Z wi +1
X wi +1

0
Ow

0 / 2

X ii +1
X wi

Figure 2.4 Coordinate for the spring and damper between neighboring belt points
The relative displacement between the ith and (i+1)th belt points along the
coordinate Ow X ii +1Zii +1 is given by

 iOi+1X
w

i+1 i+1
i Zi

= T0 /2ri+1 − T−01/2ri
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Therefore, the force generated between ith and (i+1)th belt points along the
coordinate Ow X ii +1Zii +1 is given by

FiOi+1X i+1Z i+1 = Kb iOi+1X i+1Z i+1 + cbiOi+1X i+1Z i+1
w

kbr
where K b = 
0

i

i

w

0
cbr
and Cb = 

kbt 
0

i

i

w

i

(2.7)

i

0
.
cbt 

Project FiOi +1X i+1Z i+1 on to the moving coordinate Ow X wi Zwi yields
w

i

i

Fii+1 = T0 /2 FiOi+1X i+1Z i+1
w

i

(2.8)

i

Similarly, one can determine Fi−i 1 which is the force vector between (i-1)th and
ith belt points.
Interaction Between the Belt and the Road
The ground forces are transmitted to the tire belt through the massless tread
block shown as Figure 2.5. In Figure 2.5, Bii+1 represents the line between ith and
(i+1)th belt points. Pi _j i +1 (j=1, 2,…M) represents the jth tread block along Bii+1 ,

Pb_j i _ i+1 ( xb_jg i _ i +1, zb_jg i _ i +1 ) is the end of Pi _j i +1 attached on Bii+1 according to the ground
coordinate, Pe j_ i _ i +1 is the end of Pi _j i +1 attached on the ground, and Pnj_ i _ i+1

( xnjg_ i _ i +1, znjg_ i _ i +1 ) is the projection of Pb_j i _ i+1 on road along the normal direction of the
belt. tan ii +1 represents the slope of Bii+1 , tan ij_ i +1 represents the slope of the road
according to Pe j_ i _ i +1 . The main task for belt-road interaction is to determine the
normal force Fe_jni _ i +1 and the shear force Fp_jsi _ i +1 generated by tread block Pi _j i +1 .
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Fp_jni _ i +1

vsj_g i _ i +1
Fp_jsi _ i +1

Pb_j i _ i +1
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z = f ( x)
j
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P
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Ls_j i _ i +1

Ff j_ i _ i +1

 i j_ i +1
Xg

Og

Figure 2.5 Force generated by tread block that potentially contacts to the road
Normal force calculation:
Assume that Pi _j i +1 is equally distributed along Bii+1 , therefore, the location

Pb_j i _ i+1 along the ground coordinate is given as
j
 g
ri +
(r1g − rig ) i = N


M +1
rbj_gi _ i +1 = 
r g + j (r g − r g ) otherwise
 i M + 1 i +1 i
jg
where rb_jgi _ i +1 = [ xb_
i _ i +1

(2.9)

zb_jg i _ i +1 ]T .

The location of Pnj_ i _ i+1 along the ground coordinate is given as
jg
jg
jg
jg
i +1

( xn _ i _ i +1 − xb _ i _ i +1 ) = ( zn _ i _ i +1 − zb _ i _ i +1 ) tan i

znjg_ i _ i +1 = f ( xnjg_ i _ i +1 )
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where f is the function of the given road profile. If ii +1 =


2

or

3
, the first equation
2

of (2.10) should be revised as znjg_ i _ i +1 = zbjg_ i _ i +1 .
The deflection of Pi _j i +1 along the normal direction is given as
j

Lp0 − Ln_ i _ i +1 if
if

 0

 nj_ i _ i +1 = 

j
Ln_
i _ i +1  Lp0
j
Ln_ i _ i +1  Lp0

(2.11)

j
jg
jg
2
jg
jg
2
where Ln_
is the distance between
i _ i +1 = ( xb _ i _ i +1 − xn_ i _ i +1 ) + ( zb _ i _ i +1 − zn_ i _ i +1 )

Pb_j i _ i +1 and Pnj_ i _ i+1 , Lp0 is the tread block undeformed length.
And the normal force Fpj_ni _ i +1 generated according to Pi _j i +1 is calculated by

Fp_jni _ i +1 = kpnnj_ i _ i +1

(2.12)

Shear force calculation:
For tread block Pi _j i +1 , if Fp_jni _ i +1 = 0 , then the corresponding shear force

Fp_jsi _ i+1 = 0 . Whenever Fp_jni _ i+1  0 , Fpj_si _ i +1 depends on whether Pe j_ i _ i +1 is sticking or
sliding on the road.
When Pe j_ i _ i +1 sticks to the road, the tread block shear force Fpj_si _ i +1 is
computed as

Fpj_si _ i +1 = kps Lsj _ i _ i +1

(2.13)

where the thread block shear deflection Lsj _ i _ i+1 is calculated by

dLsj _ i _ i +1
= vsj_gi _ i +1
dt
where vsj_gi _ i +1 is the velocity of Pb_j i _ i +1 along the shear direction.
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j
Since the tread block is massless, the tread block ground support force FN_
i _ i +1

and the friction force Ff_j i _ i +1 can be computed as

FN_j i _ i +1 = Fpj_ni _ i +1 cos( i j_ i +1 − ii +1 ) + Fpj_si _ i +1 sin( i j_ i +1 − ii +1 )

(2.15)

Ff_j i _ i +1 = −Fpj_ni _ i +1 sin( i j_ i +1 − ii +1 ) + Fpj_si _ i +1 cos( i j_ i +1 − ii +1 )

(2.16)

j
j
If the calculated FN_
i _ i +1 and Ff_ i _ i +1 based on equation (2.13)-(2.16) satisfy

Ff_j i _ i +1   FN_j i _ i +1 & Ff_j i _ i +1 = sign(Lsj _ i _ i +1 ) , with  as the tire road sliding friction
coefficient, then Pe j_ i _ i +1 is sliding on the road. In this case, the tread block shear force

Fpj_si _ i +1 is computed as
js
p _ i _ i +1

F

 cos( i j_ i +1 − ii +1 ) + sin( ij_ i +1 − ii +1 ) jn
=
F
sign(Ls_j i _ i +1 )
 sin( ij_ i +1 − ii +1 ) + cos( ij_ i +1 − ii +1 ) p _ i _ i +1

(2.17)

and then the tread block shear deflection is given by
j
s _ i _ i +1

L

Fpj_si _ i +1
=
kps

(2.18)

Once the normal force Fpj_ni _ i +1 and shear force Fpj_si _ i +1 for the tread block

Pi _j i +1 are determined, these two forces are distributed to the ith and (i+1)th belt points
based on the distance of Pb_j i _ i +1 to these two belt points. For instance, for the ith belt
point, the normal force and shear force from the tread block Pi _j i +1 is given by

Fpj_ni _ i +1,i = (1 −

j
) Fpj_ni _ i +1
M +1

(2.19)

Fpj_si _ i +1,i = (1 −

j
) Fpj_si _ i +1
M +1

(2.20)
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while for the (i+1)th belt point, the normal force and shear force from the tread block

Pi _j i +1 is given by

Fpj_ni _ i +1,i +1 =

j
Fpj_ni _ i +1
M +1

(2.21)

Fpj_si _ i +1,i +1 =

j
Fpj_si _ i +1
M +1

(2.22)

Based on above scheme, summing all tread block forces on Bii−1 and Bii+1 to the
ith belt point, and decomposing them along the local coordinate Ow X wi Zwi , one can get
the resultant tread block force for the ith belt point.
Equations of Motion for the Proposed Tire Model
Once all interactions forces among the tire components are determined, one
can derive the equations of motion of the proposed flexible ring tire model:
For the rim:
K

M w rw =  Fsi − Fsp − Gw

(2.23)

i =1

K

I ww = − ( Fsti Rw + Tsi ) + T

(2.24)

i =1

For the ith belt point (i = 1,..., K) :

mi ai = −Fsi − Fii−1 + Fii +1 + Fpi − Gi
where Gw = [0 −Mw g]T , Gi = [mi g sini

(2.25)

mi g cosi ]T , Fsp is the external force

applied on the rim from the suspension, T is the external driving/braking torque
applied on the rim from the motor, and

 2w zi + w zi − w2 (dc + xi ) 
ai = Ti rw + ri + 
2 
−2w xi − w ( xi + dc ) − w zi 
−1
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MATLAB Simulation Procedure
Solving equations (2.23) - (2.25) yields the dynamic motion of the tire. In this
work, the procedure for numerically solving the equations of motion is described as
follows: First, the total simulation time is set as Tsim , and the time step is set as dt. For
each time instance, the following variables need to be solved: (i) tire state variables
which include rw , rw ,  w , w , ri (i = 1,..., K ) , ri (i = 1,..., K ) , (ii) the forces and torques
among different tire components, and (iii) the forces between the belt points and the
ground. The initial state variables of the tire should be specified for both the static
standstill case and the dynamic cleat test case. For both cases, the initial state variables
are set as the undeformed case, i.e., zr = R , and the rest of the variables are set as 0.
Once the initial state variables are specified, the forces and torques among different
tire components as well as the forces between the belt points and the ground are
obtained based on equations (2.2) - (2.22). These forces and torques determine the tire
state variables for the next time step according to Eqs. (2.23) - (2.25). Once the tire
state variables’ values for the next time step are obtained, all forces and torques are
updated, and again the new tire state variable values are obtained. Based on above
recursive procedure, the numerical solutions of the tire model equations of motion at
each time instance can be obtained. Also, for the dynamic cleat test case, before the
tire passes through the cleat, the tire first moves under the given velocity and load
condition on the flat road for some time (1s or 2s) until the steady state is reached.
Note that in this research the forward Euler method is used for solving the rim state
variables rw , rw ,  w , w according to Eqs. (2.23)-(2.24), and the backward Euler
method is used for solving the belt point state variables ri (i = 1,..., K ) , ri (i = 1,..., K )
based on Eq. (2.25). Due to the explicit method used for solving the rim state
variables, the time step might need to be reduced for the convergence of some high
frequency dynamic tests. It will be more efficient to choose varying time step
algorithm instead of constant time step for simulation.
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Conclusion
In this chapter, a detailed in-plane flexible ring tire model is derived and the
implantation in MATLAB is briefly explained. To apply this tire model for various
driving prediction, the total 11 spring stiffness and damping parameters (10 linear
spring stiffness and damping, and 1 nonlinear radial sidewall stiffness) need to be
identified. The following chapter explains the detailed tire model parameter
identification and validation of the proposed in-plane tire model.
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CHAPTER III
IN-PLANE TIRE MODEL PARAMETER IDENTIFICATION,
VALIDATION
ADAMS® FTire Virtual Test Rig and Test Results
In this research, due to the lack of actual experimental data, virtual test data
from Gipser’s FTire model (Gisper, 2005) are used as the reference data for the
proposed tire model parameterization and validation. FTire model has been developing
for more than 15 years and become one of the most widely used physics-based
commercial tire model in the field (Gipser and Hofmann, 2014). Figure 3.1 shows the
comparison of the vertical and longitudinal spindle forces according to FTire model
and experiment for different dynamic cleat tests (Gipser and Hofmann, 2014). The
results clearly show that FTire can approximately represent the tire dynamics for
different cleat tests.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)

Figure 3.1 Comparison of the results between FTire and experiment for different cleat
tests: (a) Vertical forces under 3500N load; (b) longitudinal forces under 3500N load;
(c) vertical forces under 4700N load; and (d) longitudinal forces under 4700N load
In this work, ADAMS® FTire static load-deflection tests, quasi-static cleat
tests and dynamic cleat tests are conducted in MSC. ADAMS® 2015. The virtual
simulation test rig for the static tests is shown in Figure 3.2(a) and the quasistatic/dynamic cleat tests is shown in Figure 3.2(b). For the static load deflection tests,
the tire is initially undeformed. Then the rim center moves down gradually (less than
or equal to 10mm/s) through the displacement control. The simulation time step is set
to be 0.1ms and the static load is recorded for the corresponding tire deflection at each
time step. For quasi-static and dynamic cleat tests, first the corresponding tire
deflection for the given load and velocity on the flat road is obtained. Then the height
of the tire center is fixed at each obtained deflection location. And the tire moves
along the flat road at a constant velocity through motion control. Once the tire rotation
stabilizes (i.e. after 5 seconds), the tire starts to interact with the rectangular cleat, and
the dynamic tire spindle forces at the vertical and longitudinal directions are recorded.
The test conditions for quasi-static and dynamic cleat tests are listed in Tables 3.2 and
3.3, respectively. All virtual tests are solved with the GSTIFF/I3 integrator with 1E-3
error tolerance and time step 0.1ms. The tire used for virtual tests is 205/55R16-90H
and the tire size parameters are listed in Table 1. The road used for virtual tests is 3D
plank.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.2 ADAMS® test rig: (a) Static tests; (b) quasi-static and dynamic cleat tests

Cleat
Tire

Figure 3.3 Top view of tire cleat tests
Table 3.1 Tire size parameters
Description

Parameter (Unit)

Value

Mass of tire belt

M b (kg)

7.51

Mass of rim

M w (kg)

24.97

Tire radius

R (m)

0.316

Rim radius

Rw (m)

0.2032

I w (kg  m2)

0.23

Tread block depth

lt 0 (m)

0.008

Inflation pressure

Pr (bar)

2.5

Rim moment of inertia
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Table 3.2 Virtual quasi-static cleat test cases
Case
1
2
3

Velocity
(km/h)
2
2
2

Static Load
(N)
3000
4800
6600

Height
(m)
0.01
0.01
0.01

Table 3.3 Virtual dynamic cleat test cases
Case
1
2
3
4
5

Velocity
(km/h)
30
30
30
60
30

Static Load
(N)
4800
3000
6600
4800
4800

Height
(m)
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02

FTire virtual test results for the static tire load-deflection are given by Figure
3.4, the quasi-static and dynamic cleat test results for various cases listed in Table 3.2
and 3.3 are given by Figures 3.5 and 3.6, respectively. Note that in Figure 3.4, the
sharp increase of the tire stiffness represents the rim-to-belt contact condition when
the sidewall undergoes extreme large deflection (Gipser, 2005).

Figure 3.4 ADAMS® FTire static load-deflection results
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5 ADAMS® FTire quasi-static cleat test results: (a) Vertical forces; (b)
longitudinal forces

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.6 ADAMS® FTire dynamic cleat test results: (a) Vertical forces; (b)
longitudinal forces
Parameter Identification of In-Plane Flexible Ring Tire Model
The proposed tire model includes 10 linear stiffness and damping parameters
and 1 nonlinear sidewall stiffness for identification (11 in total). Based on Figure 3.4,
when tire deflection ( d = R − zr ) is beyond 75mm, the tire resultant stiffness increases
sharply. In the proposed model, the nonlinear sidewall stiffness given as equation (2.4)
is applied to replicate such phenomenon. However, for all dynamic cleat test results,
the tire deflection is far below 75mm, which indicates that the nonlinear sidewall
stiffness parameters would not take effect for all dynamic cleat test Cases 1-5.
Therefore, the tire parameter identification for the proposed model is divided into two
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parts: 1) identifying all ten linear stiffness and damping based on the first phase of the
tire static load-deflection curve of Figure 3.4 and the dynamic cleat virtual tests of
Figure 3.6; 2) identifying the rest one nonlinear sidewall parameters ksrn and the
threshold x0 based on the second phase of the tire static load-deflection curve shown
as Figure 3.4.
From Table 3.3, for dynamic cleat test Cases 2-5, only one test condition
variable changes with respect to Case 1. Therefore, Case 1 is considered as the
benchmark used for parameter identification in this chapter. The objective of the
parameter identification is to find one set of parameters such that the predicted results
match the FTire results for both static and dynamic cases. The optimization objective
function includes three terms: 1) vertical dynamic spindle force; 2) longitudinal
dynamic spindle force; 3) tire deflection. Combining above three components into the
objective function ensures the identified parameters generate a reasonable
vertical/longitudinal dynamic force trajectory and a deflection value for a given load.
The parameter identification is formulated as follows:
Find:  = [ksr , kst , csr , cst , kbr , kbt , cbr , cbt , kpn , kps ]T
n

n

p =1

p =1

Minimize: Cost function = | Fzsp - Fzfp |2 + | Fxsp - Fxfp |2 + w | ds - df |2
Subject to: iLB  i < iUB (i = 1,2,

,10)

where Fxsp and Fzsp denote the pth element of the longitudinal and vertical force vector

Fxs and Fzs based on the proposed model , Fxfp and Fzfp denotes the pth element of the
vertical and longitudinal force vector Fzf and Fxf based on FTire, respectively. d s is
the tire deflection under 4800N static load and 30km/h velocity according to the
proposed tire model, and de is the tire deflection according to FTire® model under
such driving conditions, which is equal to 19.8mm. The simulation time step is 0.1ms
and the total dimension of force vector n is 800.  i is the ith element of the design
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variable  , iLB and iUB listed as the second and third columns in Table 3.4 are the
lower and upper bounds of  i , respectively.
The optimization problem is solved by MATLAB® optimization algorithm
particle swarm. The stop criterion is set as 20 hours, and all other optimal options are
set as the default. Moreover, compared to the local MATLAB® optimization
algorithms, particle swarm method only requires the upper and lower bounds and no
need for a starting point. The bounds are determined based on regular tire parameter
ranges. Table 3.4 lists the optimal parameter values obtained based on the
optimization approach. Note that for all simulations of the proposed model, the belt
point number K is set as 70, and each belt point is attached to 31 tread blocks. The
simulation time step is 0.1ms. Also all the simulations for the proposed tire model are
conducted in MATLAB R2016a with 3.2GHz Intel Xeon processor under Windows 7.
Table 3.4 Linear tire parameter upper and lower bounds and optimal values
Parameters
(Unit)
ksr (N/m)

LB

UB

1E4

5E4

Optimal
Value
2.3E4

kst (N/m)

1E4

5E4

2.7E4

csr (N∙s/m)

0.1

10

3.0

cst (N∙s/m)

0.1

10

4.8

kbr (N/m)

1E5

5E5

3.1E5

k bt (N/m)

4E6

1E7

8.0E6

cbr (N∙s/m)

0.1

10

1.7

cbt (N∙s/m)

0.1

10

1.1

kpn (N/m)

2E4

2E5

8.1E4

kps (N/m)

5E3

5E4

2.0E4

After the 10 linear spring stiffness and damping parameters are identified, the
rest one nonlinear sidewall radial stiffness ksrn and the nonlinear threshold x0 are
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identified according to the tire static load-deflection curve Phase 2. The optimization
algorithm is formulated as follows:
Find:  = [ksrn , x0 ]T
4

Minimize: Cost function = | ds_i - df_i |2
i =1

Subject to: iLB  i < iUB (i = 1,2)
where ds_i , and df_i (i=1,2,3,4) are the predicted static tire deflections according to the
proposed tire model and FTire model with respect to four different loading conditions.
And the four loading conditions are chosen as 16860 N, 17320 N, 19550 and 30000,
respectively. And iLB , iUB represent the lower and upper bound of the two
parameters ksrn and x0 . And the identified parameters are given by following table.
Table 3.5 Nonlinear tire parameter upper and lower bounds and optimal values
Parameters
(Unit)
ksrn (N/m3)

LB

UB

6E8

8E8

Optimal
Value
7.38E8

x0 (mm)

60

80

74

Tire Model Validation
Based on the identified parameters in Table 3.4, the predicted results according
to the proposed tire model are compared with FTire for all above tests, and the results
are shown in this section:

Comparison for static load-deflection tests
Figure 3.7 shows the comparison of the tire standstill load-deflection results
between FTire and proposed model. It is shown that overall the tire standstill loaddeflection results from the proposed model match FTire. Also, from the figure, when
the tire load is between 15kN and 40kN, the overall tire stiffness for the proposed tire
model is slightly larger than FTire.
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Figure 3.7 Comparison between FTire and proposed tire model for static loaddeflection test

Comparison for quasi-static cleat tests
Figures 3.8-3.10 show the predicted quasi-static vertical and longitudinal
spindle forces according to FTire and proposed tire model under different static loads,
respectively. The predicted results for both tire models show that the enveloping
behavior (double peak response) of the vertical spindle forces becomes more obvious
and the tire-cleat interaction time becomes longer as the static load increases. For the
longitudinal spindle force, its peak value also increases as the tire static load increases.
By comparing the results, it shows that the longitudinal force peak obtained from
FTire is around 10% larger than the proposed tire model for all load conditions. The
vertical force peak under static load 3000N obtained from the proposed tire model is
4% less than that from FTire. And the vertical force obtained from the proposed model
under 4800N exhibits more obvious enveloping behaviors compared to FTire.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.8 Comparison between FTire and the proposed tire model for quasi-static
cleat test Case 1: a) Vertical force; b) longitudinal force

(a)
(b)
Figure 3.9 Comparison between FTire and the proposed tire model for quasi-static
cleat test Case 2: a) Vertical force; b) longitudinal force
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.10 Comparison between FTire and the proposed tire model for quasi-static
cleat test Case 3: a) Vertical force; b) longitudinal force

Comparison for dynamic cleat tests
Figures 3.11-3.15 show the predicted vertical and longitudinal spindle forces
according to FTire and the proposed tire model for in-plane dynamic cleat test Cases
1-5. Overall, the trajectories generated from the proposed tire model match FTire for
all driving cases. However, the magnitudes of the after-cleat longitudinal forces
according to the proposed tire model are around 20% larger than those from FTire for
all the driving cases when tire velocity is 30km/h. This is probably because the
resultant longitudinal damping for the proposed tire model is larger than that in FTire.
Also, for both tire models, the enveloping behavior of the vertical spindle
forces for the dynamic cleat tests exhibit similar trend as the quasi-static cleat tests.
Interestingly, for the same static load, the vertical force enveloping behavior according
to the velocity 30km/h is more obvious compared to the velocities of 2km/h and
60km/h. For the longitudinal spindle force, it shows that when tire velocity is equal to
60km/h, the frequency of the after-cleat oscillation of the tire longitudinal spindle
force appears to be higher, but the magnitude is much smaller than the longitudinal
spindle forces corresponding to 30km/h. Finally, as the cleat height increases, the peak
values for both vertical and longitudinal spindle forces also increase sharply, and the
tire-cleat interaction time also increases.
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Figures 3.11-3.15 show that the proposed model and FTire results match
reasonably well. The difference between these two models are due to the difference of
the modeling assumptions and structures between these two models, as well as the
identified parameters used for simulation.

(a)
(b)
Figure 3.11 Comparison between FTire and the proposed tire model for dynamic cleat
test Case 1: a) Vertical force; b) longitudinal force

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.12 Comparison between FTire and the proposed tire model for dynamic cleat
test Case 2: a) Vertical force; b) longitudinal force
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.13 Comparison between FTire and the proposed tire model for dynamic cleat
test Case 3: a) Vertical force; b) longitudinal force

(a)
(b)
Figure 3.14 Comparison between FTire and the proposed tire model for dynamic cleat
test Case 4: a) Vertical force; b) longitudinal force
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(a)
(b)
Figure 3.15 Comparison between FTire and the proposed tire model for dynamic cleat
test Case 5: a) Vertical force; b) longitudinal force

Tire deflection prediction
Figure 3.16 shows the tire static deflection with different loads based on the
proposed tire model. It is shown that when tire load increases, both the tire deflection
and tire patch contact length increases.

Figure 3.16 Tire static deflection under different loads
Figures 3.17-3.19 show the tire dynamic deflections according to the proposed
tire model when the projection of the rim center on the road is exactly in the middle of
the cleat. Figure 3.17 shows the tire dynamic deflection under different loads, from the
figure, both the tire deflections and tire contact patch increase as the load increases.
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Figure 3.18 shows the tire dynamic deflection under different velocities. Interestingly,
it shows that the front half of the tire deforms more than the rear half for lower tire
velocities. This is probably because when the tire velocity is small, the overall tirecleat interaction time becomes longer which can induce more deformations of the
front half of the tire. Figure 3.19 shows the tire deflection under different cleat heights.
It is shown that the tire contact patch deforms more as the cleat height increases. Also,
from the zoom in figure, the tire deflection is not symmetric between different sides of
the cleat.

Figure 3.17 Tire dynamic deflection under different loads

Figure 3.18 Tire dynamic deflection under different velocities
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Figure 3.19 Tire dynamic deflection under different cleat heights

Application to half-car model
In this section, the proposed tire model is applied to a half-car cleat test. The
parameters for the half car model is listed as Table 3.6, and the vehicle crosses over a
0.01m height cleat at a constant speed 30km/h. A FTire half-car test rig under exact
the same condition shown as Figure 3.20 is built in ADAMS®. The predicted results
for tire forces, tire center displacements, and jounces are compared between these two
models shown in Figures 3.21-3.24. The results show that in general the predicted
results based on the proposed tire model match FTire for various variables.
Table 3.6 Half-car model parameter
Description
Sprung mass (SM)
Pitch moment of inertial
Front tire longitudinal distance to SM CG
Rear tire longitudinal distance to SM CG
Suspension spring stiffness
Suspension damping
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Parameter
(Unit)
M s (kg)
I yy (kg  m2)
Lfront (m)

Lrear (m)
k s (N/m)
cs (Ns/m)

Value
621.49
768
1.5
1.5
1E5
400
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Figure 3.20 ADAMS® FTire half car test rig

Figure 3.21 Comparison of the tire longitudinal force

Figure 3.22 Comparison of the tire vertical force
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Figure 3.23 Comparison of the tire vertical displacement

Figure 3.24 Comparison of the tire jounces
Conclusion
In this chapter, the parameters of the proposed tire model are identified by
MATLAB particleswarm algorithm based on a particular cleat test. Then the tire
model is validated by comparing the predicted results with ADAMS® FTire for static
load-deflection test, various dynamic cleat tests, and half-car cleat test.
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CHAPTER IV
IN-PLANE TIRE MODEL PARAMETER SENSITIVITY
ANALYSIS, METHOD ROBUSTNESS, AND ACCURACY
EVALUATION
Overview
In this chapter, several important topics related to the tire model including the
parameter sensitivity, optimization robustness and predicted result accuracy evaluation
are discussed. The parameter sensitivity analysis provides insightful information for
tire parameter identification and tire design. And the parameter identification
optimization robustness analysis will demonstrate the confidence of the optimization
algorithm for the proposed tire model. The predicted result accuracy and efficiency
analyses with respect to different belt point and tread block numbers show the
flexibility and the tread off for using the proposed tire model. Finally, the predicted
result accuracy evaluation serves as a standard for the prediction results validation for
tire cleat tests.
Parameter Sensitivity Analysis
Totally ten linear stiffness and damping parameters are involved in the
prediction of the dynamic cleat tests for the proposed model (note that the nonlinear
sidewall stiffness parameter does not take effect for dynamic cleat test since the
sidewall deflection is way below the nonlinear threshold x0 given by equation 2.4).
Determining different level of each parameter’s contribution for predicted results will
provide insightful information for the virtual simulation and parameter identification
for the proposed tire model users. Users can focus more on the most sensitive
parameters. In this work, based on the identified parameters in Table 3.4, following
procedure is used to conduct parameter sensitivity analysis: 1) the predicted vertical
and longitudinal forces based on the identified parameters in Table 3.4 are set as the
baseline; 2) a number of simulations are conducted by varying the identified
parameters’ values. For each simulation, only one parameter increases or decreases
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50% according to its identified value, and the corresponding predicted vertical or
longitudinal force is compared with the baseline based on the following criterion:
nQ

Q=

F
p =1

p
new

p
− Fbase

2

nQ

p
where Fnew
represents the pth element of the corresponding discretized vertical or

p
longitudinal predicted force vector Fnew , and Fnew
represents the pth element of the

discretized baseline vertical or longitudinal predicted force vector Fbase , nQ is the
dimension of the force vector, here nQ = 800 for vertical force or longitudinal force.
Note that in this dissertation, the true values of the tire parameters of the proposed
model are unknown. Therefore, a large variation of 50% is chosen to analyze the
parameter sensitivity. If the simulation results by increasing/decreasing 50% of one
parameter are still close to the simulation results based on the nominal parameters,
then the corresponding parameter is not sensitive.
Each parameter is corresponding to four Q values including the vertical force
comparison when the parameter increases or decreases 50% and the longitudinal force
comparison when the parameter increases or decreases 50%. Table 4.1 lists the
average of these four Q values for each parameter in decreasing order, it indicates that

Qave values for the all six stiffness parameters are above 100N. Also, the tangential
damping values between the neighboring belt points are not sensitive for the dynamic
cleat test prediction, since their corresponding Qave are below 1N.
Table 4.1 Average Q value for each parameter
Parameter

kst

ksr

kbr

kps

k bt

kpn

csr

cst

cbr

cbt

Qave (N)

413.6

319.0

279.4

243.9

182.7

173.8

140.0

105.8

102.4

0.04

All four Q values for the first 9 parameters are plotted in Figure 4.1. It is
shown that different parameters may have different contributions to the vertical and
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longitudinal forces. The top three parameters that affect the longitudinal prediction
force are kst , kps , and ksr , and the top three parameters that affect the vertical
predicted forces are kbr , kst , and ksr .

Figure 4.1 Parameter sensitivity for overall difference

Figure 4.2 Parameter sensitivity for peak values
The percentage peak value differences between the new simulation and the
baseline are illustrated in Figure 4.2 according to the first eight parameters. It is shown
that the tread block stiffness kps dominates the peaks for the longitudinal spindle force
while the radial sidewall stiffness ksr , the neighboring belt point stiffness kbr and the
normal tread block stiffness kpn dominate the vertical spindle force peaks.
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Accuracy/Efficiency According to Different Belt Point/Tread Block
Numbers
In this section, effects of the belt point number and tread block number are
investigated. In general, these numbers have a large impact on the model prediction
efficiency and accuracy, which is important to study. Note that based on the
connection of different components of the flexible ring tire model, the relation
between the parameter values and belt point/tread block number can be established.
Once the relationship is determined, the effects of the belt point number and tread
block number on the model prediction accuracy and efficiency are easy to obtain.
Recall that in previous sections, all identified parameter values are based on 70 belt
points and 31 tread blocks attached on the line between neighboring belt points.
Therefore, such parameter values are set as baseline, and the new parameter values
according to any arbitrary K belt points and M tread blocks on each belt point are
given by Table 4.2. The relationships are determined by the assumption that the
resultant stiffness/damping is the same for different belt point/tread block numbers.
For instance, the resultant radial sidewall stiffness of K belt points is given as K  ksrnew
which should be equal to the resultant radial sidewall stiffness of 70 belt points

70  ksrB70T31 . Therefore, ksrnew = 70  ksrB70T31 / K . The relationships for the rest parameters
can be determined based on the similar approach.
Table 4.2 Relationships between the parameter values and belt point number and tread
block number
Parameter

ksrnew

csrnew

kstnew

cstnew

kbrnew

Connections

Parallel

Parallel

Parallel

Parallel

Series

Value

70  ksrB70T31
K

70  csrB70T31
K

70  kstB70T31
K

70  cstB70T31
K

kbrB70T31
K

Parameter

cbrnew

cbtnew

kpnnew

kpsnew

Connections

Series

Series

Parallel

Value

K c
70

B70T31
br

K c
70

B70T31
bt

70  31 k
K M

B70T31
pn
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The computational time differences according to different numbers of belt
points and tread blocks for 0.5s simulation duration for dynamic cleat test Case 1 are
shown as Figure 4.3. The time step is 0.1ms. The parameters in the simulations are
based on Table 3.6. The baseline is the parameters identified according to Case 1 in
Table 3.4. Based on Figure 4.3, it is clearly shown that the simulation time decreases
as the numbers of belt points and tread blocks decrease. But the decreasing slope is not
exactly linear.
Based on Figure 4.3, Table 4.3 shows the decreased simulation time per belt
point for each tread block number. For example, for the tread block number with 31,
the simulation time decreases from 15.29s to 6.85s when the belt point number
decreases from 70 to 40. Therefore, the decreased simulation time per belt point for 31
tread blocks is equal to (15.29s-6.85s)/(70-40)=0.281s. Similarly, the decreased
simulation time per tread block for each belt point number can be calculated and these
values are listed in Table 4.4. Table 4.3 shows that the decreased simulation time per
belt point is longer for a larger number of tread blocks. Similar conclusions can be
made for the decreased simulation time per tread block from Table 4.4.

Figure 4.3 Simulation time according to different belt point numbers and tread block
numbers
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Table 4.3 Decreased simulation time per belt point
M
Time(s)/Belt

31
27
23
19
15
11
7
3
0.281 0.259 0.233 0.200 0.188 0.172 0.159 0.143

Table 4.4 Decreased simulation time per tread block
K
Time(s)/Tread (s)

70
65
60
55
50
45
40
0.279 0.252 0.234 0.207 0.184 0.158 0.131

Figure 4.4 (a)-(b) compare the predicted vertical spindle forces for dynamic
cleat test Case 1 according to different belt point numbers. The parameter values based
on other belt point numbers are obtained based on Table 4.3. Note that in following
figures, the tread block number is equal to 31.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4.4 Comparison of the predicted forces based on different belt point numbers:
(a) vertical forces; (b) longitudinal forces
Figure 4.4 clearly shows that when the belt point number is equal to 40, there
is a bigger discrepancy between the newly predicted results and the reference
predicted results with 70 belt points. Therefore, 40 belt points is not enough to fully
capture the tire behaviors from the FTire virtual tests. Table 4.3 lists the Q0 values
between the predicted results for 70 belt points/31 tread blocks and the other belt
point/tread block numbers for the proposed tire model. From Table 4.4, in general, as
the tread block number and belt point number decrease, larger predicted error will be
induced.
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Based on above discussion, the tire model would better capture the tire
deformation property for a larger number of belt points and tread block numbers.
However, regarding to the computational efficiency, smaller belt point number and
tread block number are preferred. Therefore, it is critical to determine the optimal belt
point/tread block number with a good balance between computational accuracy and
efficiency.
Table 4.5 Qo for different combinations of belt point number and tread block number
M
K
70
60
50
40

31

27

23

19

15

11

7

3

0.0
106.7
175.8
223.4

4.1
107.2
167.3
230.0

13.1
108.7
176.5
215.1

10.2
115.2
186.1
240.6

39.8
89.9
162.9
226.1

39.8
91.2
181.8
191.6

73.1
84.7
240.2
168.2

165.5
148.1
150.2
250.5

Parameter Identification Method Robustness
The following steps are used to determine the robustness of the optimization
approach used for uniquely identifying the parameters of the proposed model: (1)
consider the identified parameters in Table 3.4 as nominal values and the predicted
results based on the nominal parameters of Case 1 as the desired outputs; (2) set all
parameter upper bounds as +50% and lower bounds as -50% of the nominal parameter
values and identify another set of parameters’ values by approaching the desired
output based on the optimization algorithm 1. Note that here Fxfp / Fzfp is the pth
element of the longitudinal/vertical spindle force vector of the desired outputs, df is
the desired vertical displacement. In this dissertation, the above procedure is repeated
twice, and two different parameter sets are obtained. The relative percentage
difference between the optimal parameters and the nominal parameters are listed as
Table 4.6. Note that the parameters with less than 15% difference between the newly
identified values and the nominal values are shaded in Table 4.6.
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Table 4.6 Percentage difference between nominal parameters and optimal values
Parameters Parameter Parameter
(Unit)
Set a
Set b
ksr
8.0
14.5
kst
9.9
11.1
csr
49.0
42.1

cst

2.8

5.2

kbr

5.5

13.1

k bt
cbt

20.0

5.3

6.9

22.0

cbr

26.8

52.2

kpn

4.1

2.8

kps

0.8

2.4

The RMS values between the predicted results according to parameter Set a or
Set b and the desired output are less than 10 N. This indicates that the predicted results
are almost the same as the desired outputs. However, Table 4.6 shows that the newly
identified parameters are not exactly the same as the nominal parameters. More
interestingly, it is shown that the variations between the nominal values and the newly
identified values are different for each parameter. Especially, the variation for six
parameters ksr , kst , cst , kbr , kpn , kps are less than 15%. Note that five out of these
six parameters are the most sensitive parameters for the dynamic cleat tests given as
Table 4.1. This indicates that there is a high correlation between the parameters’
sensitivity and the parameter identification result convergence based on the same cleat
test, which means that the identified values of the parameters that are most sensitive
for the cleat test prediction tend to converge to the similar place. For the rest
parameters, additional experiments might need to be added to obtain a unique set of
values. That is probably the reason that SAE proposed 7 standards for parameter
identification of the tire model.
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Result Comparison According to SAE Standard J2812
The SAE standard J2812 (SAE J2812, 2014) is used to compare the predicted
results between the proposed model and FTire for dynamic cleat test Cases 1-5. The
comparison through SAE J2812 for Case 1 is demonstrated in detail and for Cases 2-5
the procedure is similar. The results are illustrated in Table 4.7. Based on the standard,
the comparison is divided into on-cleat phase and after-cleat phase. The on-cleat phase
is defined as the time interval starts from 0s (when the tire begins to contact the cleat)
to the time instance when the longitudinal force first reaches 0N after it passes through
the minimum peak and maximum peak. And the after-cleat phase is defined as the
immediate 0.2s time interval right after the on-cleat phase. According to Figure 3.11,
the time for the on-cleat phase is 0.0352s starting from 0s for Case 1.
For the on-cleat phase, the longitudinal force quality measure is first obtained
through a fourth-power deviation equation:
Non

4

QOFX =

 (F

p
xs

p =1

Non

4

− Fxep )4

 (F
p =1

p 4
xe

)

where Fxsp is the pth element of the predicted longitudinal force vector Fxs from the
proposed model, Fxep is the pth element of the FTire® force vector Fxe . N on is the
total number of points selected on the on-cleat phase force profile. In this case,

Non = 353 . Based on above equation, the on-cleat phase longitudinal force quality
measure is QOFX = 0.183 for Case 1. The on-cleat quality measure of vertical force can
be similarly calculated and QOFZ = 0.034 .
Then the overall on-cleat quality measure is calculated by

Qo =

WOFXQOFX + WOFZQOFZ
WOFX + WOFZ
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where WOFX and WOFZ are the weights for the vertical and longitudinal quality
measure, respectively. WOFX =

max FxPe + Fxess

1 p  Non

, where Fxess is the value of the steady

1kN

state longitudinal force based on the FTire® virtual test, which is 0N in this case. WOFZ
is defined similarly. In this case, WOFX = 2.55 , WOFZ = 6.413 . The overall on-cleat
quality measure is Qo = 0.0764 .
Each individual quality measure for the after-cleat phase is determined by
following procedure: First, the predicted results for both the FTire and proposed model
during the after-cleat time intervals are fitted with a damped sine function

g (t ) = Ae− t sin(t −  ) . The parameters in the function for the proposed model,
including A ,  ,  can be obtained based on the MATLAB particle swarm algorithm
through the least square match between the predicted force curve from the proposed
model and the sine function curve. Similarly, these parameters for the FTire model are
obtained. For Case 1, the parameters according to the predicted longitudinal force of
the proposed tire model are AAFXs = 1840.22N , AFXs = 14.52s−1 , AFXs = 230.60rad s ;
and the parameters according to the predicted vertical force of the proposed tire model
are AAFZs = 406.39N , AFZs = 30.61s−1 and AFZs = 483.51rad s . The parameters in the
fitting function according to the FTire predicted longitudinal force are

AAFXe = 2052.72N , AFXe = 22.62s−1 , AFXe = 230.80rad s ; the parameters according
to the FTire predicted vertical force are AAFZe = 428.38N , AFZe = 22.15s−1 and

AFZe = 506.05rad s . Each individual quality measure for the after-cleat phase is
defined by QAAFX = AAFXs / AAFXe = 0.908 , QAFX = AFXs / AFXe = 1.000 ,

QAFX = AFXs / AFXe = 0.642 , QAAFZ = AAFZs / AAFZe = 0.949 , QAFZ = AFZs / AFZe = 0.956
, and QAFZ = AFZs / AFZe = 1.382 .
Note that since all above equations for the Q values are taken as ratios, they do
not have any unit. For on-cleat phase, if the predicted results from the proposed model
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match the FTire® results, the corresponding quality measure should be close to 0; while
for after-cleat phase, the corresponding quality measure should be close to 1 if the
predicted results from the proposed model match the FTire results. Therefore, it is
suggested to report the on-cleat phase quality measure and after-cleat phase quality
measure separately. Moreover, for the after-cleat phase quality measure, in the standard,
the overall after-cleat quality measure is defined as the average of these three individual
after-cleat quality measures for both longitudinal force and vertical force (SAE 2812,
2014). However, this may induce the possibility of compensation among each term. To
avoid such possibility, it is suggested not to average these three terms of the after-cleat
quality measures. And in Table 4.7, each quality measure value is reported individually
for the after-cleat phase. Last row in Table 4.7 lists the average on-cleat quality measure
values for different cases. The average after-cleat quality measure values are not
calculated in Table 4.7, since there are also possibilities of compensation among each
after-cleat quality measure term. Table 4.8 lists the RSM difference between each aftercleat force and the damped sine function. EFZe and EFXe represent the difference
corresponding to the FTire® vertical and longitudinal forces, respectively, and EFZs and

EFXs represent the difference corresponding to the vertical and longitudinal forces of
the proposed tire model, respectively.
Table 4.7 Comparison of the simulation results for different Cases
Case

QOFX

QOFZ

Qo

QAAFX

QAAFZ

QAFX

QAFZ

QAFX

QAFZ

1

0.183

0.034

0.076

0.908

0.949

1.000

0.956

0.642

1.382

2

0.228

0.055

0.107

1.000

0.681

1.022

0.966

0.713

1.345

3

0.280

0.033

0.094

0.881

0.926

1.003

0.964

0.519

1.298

4

0.309

0.065

0.118

0.777

0.781

0.918

0.975

0.677

0.872

5

0.169

0.076

0.112

0.987

0.345

1.000

0.979

0.646

0.823

Ave

0.234

0.053

0.101
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Table 4.8 Error between the after-cleat force and the damped sine function
Case
1
2
3
4
5

EFZe
41.4
34.2
51.6
59.1
46.5

EFXe
134.8
102.2
139.0
121.1
144.8

EFZs
26.7
10.8
38.1
44.5
50.7

EFXs
97.3
90.3
101.1
95.5
133.8

In Table 4.8, the overall on-cleat quality measure Qo in Case 1 is the smallest
among all cases, because Case 1 is used for parameter identification. For the other cleat
test cases, the predicted results do not match as well as Case 1. One possible reason is
that in the FTire®, the values of the parameters might be subjected to change with
respect to different driving conditions. And the same set of parameters are used to
predict all cases for the proposed tire model. Moreover, from Table 4.7, it is also shown
that for the on-cleat phase, the overall quality measures for Cases 2 and 3 are smaller
than those in Cases 4 and 5. This indicates that one set of parameters identified from
one cleat test (Case 1) is better to predict other cleat tests with different static loads
conditions (Case 2 and 3) than to predict other cleat tests with different test velocities
or cleat heights (Case 4 and 5).

Figure 4.5 FTire after-cleat phase longitudinal curve for Case 4
In addition, two comments are added here in the fitting function g (t ) for the
after-cleat phase validation. Figure 4.5 shows the trajectory of the FTire® longitudinal
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forces during the after-cleat phase for Case 4. It is obvious that the mean value of the
after-cleat phase results is not equal to 0. Therefore, it is better to add an additional
translational term h0 in the fitting function g (t ) besides A ,  ,  , i.e.

g(t ) = Ae− t sin(t − ) − h0 , such that the fitted curve could better matches the
experimental curve. Next, in this figure, the red line is the after-cleat longitudinal force
curve for Case 4, and the blue line is the best results that can be obtained based on the
MATLAB particle swarm algorithm. Apparently, the blue line cannot fully capture the
properties of the red line. Therefore, some other functions, such as polynomial or
summation of multiple damped sine functions, may be better to fit some irregular force
trajectories such as Figure 4.5.
Conclusion
This chapter mainly investigates about the parameter sensitivity, the influence
of the belt point/tread block number, the robustness of the optimization algorithm,
accuracy and efficiency test, and result comparison based on SAE standard.
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CHAPTER Ⅴ
OUT-OF-PLANE FLEXIBLE RING TIRE MODEL
DEVELOPMENT
Overview
This chapter extends the proposed in-plane flexible ring tire model into the
out-of-plane tire model, which is capable of 3D tire durability analysis. The proposed
out-of-plane flexible ring tire model is shown as Figure 5.1 which includes a rigid rim
(cylinder) which is discretized along cross section to odd number of layers, lumped
mass belt points on each layer and numerous massless tread blocks attached on the
belt. In Figure 5.1, Ow represents the rim center in the middle layer, Rw is the radius
of the rim. 1  j  J total is the index of the layer, J total is total number of the layers.

Oi _ j represents the ith ( 1  i  I total ) belt point at the jth layer under the undeformed
location. R is the subtraction between the tire unloaded radius and the tread depth

Ltread . W is the width of the tire.
Similar as the in-plane flexible ring tire model, the out-of-plane flexible ring
tire model also contains three interactions: first is the interaction between the rim and
the belt point through the sidewall; second is the interaction between the neighboring
belt points within the same layer as well as along different layers; the third interaction
is between the belt and the ground through the tread blocks. The details of these three
interactions are explained in following sections.
To derive the equations of motion for the out-of-plane tire model, first, the
kinematics of each tire component need to be specified; then, the free body diagrams
are given to illustrate the forces and torques acted among different tire components
based on above three interactions; and these forces and torques are derived according
to the displacements; finally, the detailed equations of motion for rim and each belt
point are derived based on Newton’s second law of motion.
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W
Layer 1
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layer

Layer j

Rim

Rw

Oi _ j

Ow

R
Sidewall

Tread
Ltread

Road

Figure 5.1 Proposed 3D flexible ring tire model
Out-of-Plane Tire Model Kinematics and Free Body Diagram
Two main coordinates are defined to determine each component’s motion in
the tire model: the inertial ground coordinate Og X gYg Zg and the moving coordinate

Ow X wi Ywi Zwi according to the ith belt points for different layers. Note that all the ith (
1  i  I total ) belt points at different layers share the same moving coordinate

Ow X wi Ywi Zwi . For the ground coordinate, the origin Og is located at the projection of
Ow to the flat ground. Og X g is located at the intersection line between the initial rim
plane (middle layer) and the flat ground, and points at the tire moving forward
direction. Og Zg is perpendicular to the flat ground and points upward. While OgYg
follows the right-hand rule. For the moving coordinate, Oi represents the undeformed
location of the ith belt point in the middle layer. Ow X wi is the line from point Ow to
point Oi , OwYwi is perpendicular to the rim plane (middle layer) and points toward the
direction of rim angular velocity w shown as Figure 5.2, and Ow Z wi follows the right
hand rule.
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Figure 5.2 Local and global coordinates
Suppose Og X Di YDi ZDi centered at Og is parallel to the moving coordinate

Ow X wi Ywi Zwi . Then the coordinate Og X gYg Zg can transform to Og X Di YDi ZDi through
following three rotations shows as Figure 5.3: first Og X gYg Zg rotates along axis Og Zg
of angle  to obtain coordinate Og X1Y1Zg , next Og X1Y1Zg rotates along axis Og X 1 of 
to obtain coordinate Og X Di YDi ZDi , finally, Og X Di YDi ZDi rotates along axis OgYDi of angle

 i to obtain coordinate Og X Di YDi ZDi . Note that i =

2

(i−1) − − w , where  w is the
K
2

rotational angle of the rim. Based on above rotation, the relation between Og X Di YDi ZDi
and Og X gYg Zg is given as

Og X Di 
Og X g 



i 
 OgYg  = Tzxy ( ,  ,i )  OgYD 
 Og ZDi 
 Og Zg 
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0
cos  − sin  0
1



where Tz ( ) =  sin  cos  0 , Tx ( ) = 0 cos 
 0
0 sin 
0
1
cos i
Ty (i ) =  0
 sin i

0 
− sin   and
cos  

0 − sin i 
1
0  , and Tzxy ( ,  ,i )=Tz ( )Tx ( )Ty (i ) .
0 cos i 

Yg

Zg

Y1

Z1

X1

YDi





Og
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Og
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Figure 5.3 Coordinate transformations
The location of the rim center Ow under the ground coordinate is given as

rw =  xw
Note

yw

zw  Og X g

OgYg

Og Zg 

is defined as the dot product between two vectors.
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Suppose Oi_ j represent the ith belt point at jth layer after deflection, then its
location under the local coordinate Ow X wi Ywi Zwi is given as
w

ri _ j =  R + xi _ j Wj + yi _ j

zi _ j  Ow X wi OwYwi Ow Zwi 



(5.3)

where Wj = [( J total +1) / 2 − j]W / jtotal xi _ j , yi _ j and zi _ j are the relative deflection of

Oi_ j from its undeformed location Oi _ j .
The location of Oi_ j under the ground coordinate Og X gYg Zg is given as

ri _ j = rw +  R + xi _ j Wj + yi _ j

T

−1
zi _ j  Tzxy
( ,  ,i ) Og X g OgYg Og Zg  (5.4)

Based on Figure 5.3, the angular velocity from Og X gYg Zg to Ow X wi Ywi Zwi is
given as

 i =   w   Og X1 OgYDi Og Zg 



g

= 1p 2p

3p  Ow X wi


i
w w

OY

Ow Z 


(5.5)

i
w

1p 



 

T
where 2p  = Ty (i )  sin  +  w  and the angular acceleration from Og X gYg Zg to


3p 



cos


 

Ow X wi Ywi Zwi is given as

i =

g

 A1p

d g i
=
dt
A2p

A3p  Ow X


i
w

i
w w

OY

Ow Z 

i
w

where
T



 A1p 
r − w cos 


 
T
 A2p  = Ty (i )   sin  +  cos  + w 
 cos  −  sin  + w 
 A3p 
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Based on above equations, the acceleration of Oi_ j from the ground coordinate
is given as

ai _ j = rw + w ai _ j + 2 g i  w vi _ j + g i  w ri _ j + g i  ( g i  w ri _ j )

(5.7)

where

rw =  xw
w

zw  Og X g

yw

ai _ j =  xi _ j

yi _ j

Og Zg 

OgYg

zi _ j  Ow X wi OwYwi Ow Zwi 



Ow X wi OwYwi Ow Z wi

 i  w vi _ j = 1p

2p

3p

xi _ j

yi _ j

zi _ j

g

 i  w ri _ j

g

Ow X wi
OwYwi
Ow Z wi
= A1p
A2p
A3p
xi _ j + R yi _ j + W j zi _ j

 i  ( g i  w ri _ j ) =

g

Ow X wi

OwYwi

Ow Z wi

1p
2p
3p
2p zi _ j − 3p (W j + yi _ j ) 3p ( R + xi _ j ) − 1p zi _ j 1p (Ws + yi _ j ) − 2p ( R + xi _ j )
The free body diagrams for the rim and the belt point are given as Figure 5.4.
In this figure, Fsri _ j , Fsti _ j and Fsli _ j represent the forces between the rim and the belt
point Oi_ j through the sidewall along Ow X wi , OwYwi and Ow Z wi directions,
respectively. Fi i−1_ j represents the resultant force between the (i-1)th and ith belt
points within the jth layer. And F j j−1_ i represents the resultant force of the ith belt
points between the (j-1)th and jth layers. Fpi _ j =  Fpni _ j
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Ow X wi OwYwi Ow Zwi  represents the resultant forces acted on the belt point Oi_ j


from the ground through the tread blocks along Ow X wi , OwYwi and Ow Z wi directions,
respectively. Fspx , Fspy and Fspz represent the rim-spindle forces along Og X g , OgYg
and Og Zg directions, respectively.
Fspz

Rim

Z wi

Fspx
Ywi

Fspy

Fsti _ j

Ow

Mwg

Oi

Fsli _ j

X wi

Fsri _ j

Zg

Yg

Og
Xg

(a)

Rim

Z wi

Ywi

Ow

Fsri _ j

Fi i_+1j
F j j_+i1

i_ j
sl

F

X wi
F

Oi _ j
j
j −1_ i

Fsti _ j

Fi i−1_ j

mi g

Fpi _ j

(b)
Figure 5.4 Free body diagram: (a) Rim; and (b) belt point
Interaction Between the Rim and Belt Points
The interaction between rim and belt point Oi_ j are shown as Figure 5.5. The
belt point and the rim are connected through linear radial spring ksr and damper csr ,
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linear tangential spring kst and damper cst , linear lateral spring ksl and damper csl , and
nonlinear radial spring ksrn .

Ow
csl
ksl

csr
ksr
ksrn

cst
kst

Oi _ j

Figure 5.5 Connection between the rim and belt point
Based on Figure 5.5, the linear sidewall forces generated between the rim and
belt point Oi_ j along Ow X wi , OwYwi and Ow Z wi directions are given as
i_ j
Fslin
= Ks ri _ j + Cs ri_j

where ri_j =  xi _ j

ksr
Ks =  0
 0

0
ksl
0

yi _ j

T

i_ j
i_ j
zi _ j  ， Fslin
=  Fsrlin

0
csr

0  and Cs =  0
 0
kst 

0
csl
0

(5.8)
i_ j
Fsllin

T

i_ j
 ,
Fstlin

0
0  .
cst 

The nonlinear sidewall forces along Ow X wi axis are given by

Fsrni = max[0,sign( xi _ j − x0 )]  ksrn ( xi _ j − x0 )2 xi _ j

(5.9)

The nonlinear sidewall force is used to model the extreme condition when the
belt touches the rim. x0 is the threshold beyond which the nonlinear sidewall forces
shows up.
The total sidewall forces are given as
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i_ j
Fsi _ j = Fslin
+  Fsrni _ j

0 0

(5.10)

Interaction Between Neighboring Belt Points
Two types of neighboring belt point interactions exist: the first is the
interaction from the same layer, and the second is the interaction from the neighboring
layers. Figure 5.6 shows the interaction between the belt point Oi_ j and Oi+1_ j from
the same layer.

c
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k
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k binl

Oi +1_Oj
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Figure 5.6 Neighboring belt point connection from the same layer
The forces acted on Oi_ j due to the interaction between Oi_ j and Oi+1_ j along
the moving coordinate Ow X wi Ywi Zwi are given as

Fii_+1j = T /2 ( Kbinii_+1j + Cbinii_+1j )

where 

K bin

i +1
i_ j

cos 0 / 2 0 − sin 0 / 2
2
,
0
1
0
= T0 /2ri +1_ j − T r , 0 =
, T0 /2 = 

N
 sin 0 / 2 0 cos 0 / 2 

kbinr
=  0
 0

−1
0 /2 i _ j

0
kbinl
0

0 
cbinr

0  and Cbin =  0
 0
kbint 

0
cbinl
0
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Figure 5.7 Neighboring belt point interaction from the neighboring layers
Figure 5.7 shows the interaction between the belt point Oi_ j and Oi_ j +1 from
the neighboring layers. Based on Figure 5.7, the forces generated between these two
belt points along the coordinate Ow X wi Ywi Zwi are given as

Fjj_+i1 = Kbout jj_+i1 + Cbout jj_+i1

where 

j +1
j _i

= ri _ j +1 − ri _ j , K bout

kboutr
=  0
 0

0
kboutl
0

0 
cboutr

0  , Cbin =  0
 0
kboutt 

(5.12)

0
cboutl
0

0 
0  .
cboutt 

Interaction between the Belt and the Road
The ground forces are transmitted to the tire belt through the massless tread
block. One end of the tread block is attached to the tire belt, and the other end
interacts with the ground. The location of the tread block attached on the tire belt is
determined as Figure 5.8. In figure 5.8, Bip__i +q1_ j represents the tread block which passes
the ground forces to the belt point Oi_ j and Oi+1_ j , and the forces distribute to the belt
point Oi_ j and Oi+1_ j according to the distance from Bip__i +q1_ j to these two belt points.

0  p  Ptotal is the tread block index along the parallel direction of Oi_ j Oi+1_ j , and
0  q  Qtotal is the index along the perpendicular direction of Oi_ j Oi+1_ j . Note that
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both Ptotal and Qtotal are selected as odd number in this work. Oij __ij++11 is the centroid of
i +1
four belt points Oi_ j , Oi+1_ j , Oi_ j +1 and Oi+1_ j −1 . Oij _−1_
j is the centroid of four belt

points Oi_ j , Oi+1_ j , Oi_ j −1 and Oi+1_ j −1 .
Oi_ j −1
q

Qtotal + 1
2

q

Qtotal + 1
2

Oi+1_ j −1

i +1
Oij −_1_
j

…. ….
O
….
Bip__i +q1_ j

Oi_ j

i +1_ j

Oij __ ij++11

Oi_ j +1

Oi+1_ j +1

Figure 5.8 Tread block distribution
Suppose Bbpi __ iq+1_ j represents the end of tread block Bip__i +q1_ j attached on the belt.
Then from Figure 8, it shows that when q 

Qtotal + 1 p _ q
, Bbi _ i +1_ j will be located on the
2

i +1
plane formed by Oi_ j , Oi+1_ j and Oij _−1_
j . While when q 

Qtotal + 1 p _ q
, Bbi _ i +1_ j will be
2

located on the plane formed by Oi_ j , Oi+1_ j and Oij __ij++11 .
When q 

rbpi __iq+1_ j = ri _ j +

Qtotal + 1
, the location of Bbpi __ iq+1_ j is given by
2
p

Ptotal + 1

Oi_ j Oi+1_ j +

 (Qtotal + 1)  i _ i +1 i _ i +1
− q  O1 j −1_ j O j −1_ j
(Qtotal + 1) 
2

2

(5.13)

i +1
 
where O1ij_−i1_+1j is the projection of Oij _−1_
j along the direction Oi _ j Oi +1_ j , and it’s location

is calculated by

r1ij_−i1_+1j = ri _ j +

i +1
 
Oi_ j Oij _−1_
j Oi _ j Oi +1_ j

Oi_ j Oi+1_ j
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When q 

Qtotal + 1
, one can calculate the location of Bbpi __ iq+1_ j similarly.
2

Note that the above mentioned approach for the location of Bbpi __ iq+1_ j is suitable
for 1  j  J total . When j=1, Bbpi __ iq+1_ j is always located on the plane formed by Oi_ j ,

Oi+1_ j and Oij __ij++11 regardless of q; while when j = J total , Bbpi __ iq+1_ j is always located on
i +1
the plane formed by Oi_ j , Oi+1_ j and Oij _−1_
j.

To simplify the notation, in the following section, for tread block Bip__i +q1_ j and
its corresponding belt plane, we use Dsx to represent the unit vector along the direction

Oi_ j Oi+1_ j , Dn to represent the unit vector which is along the normal direction of the
belt plane, and points towards the rim, and Dsy = Dn  Dsx to represent the unit vector
within the belt plane and also perpendicular to Dsx .

v yB p _ q

bi _ i +1_ j

vxB p _ q

bi _ i +1_ j

p_q
bi _ i +1_ j

B

Oi+1_ j

Oi_ j
Zg
Bnpi __ iq+1_ j

Yg
Og

Xg

Figure 5.9 Tread block normal deflection
The normal force generated by tread block Bip__i +q1_ j is determined by its
corresponding normal deflection. And the normal deflection is calculated based on
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Figure 5.9. Where the location of Bnpi __ iq+1_ j ( xnpi __ qi +1_ j , ynpi __ qi +1_ j , znpi __ qi +1_ j ) under the ground
coordinate is determined as (Hefferon, 2016)

 xbpi __ qi +1_ j - xnpi __ qi +1_ j ybpi __ qi +1_ j - ynpi __ qi +1_ j zbpi __ qi +1_ j - znpi __ qi +1_ j
=
=

xn
yn
zn

p_q
p_q
p_q

f ( xni _ i +1_ j , yni _ i +1_ j , zni _ i +1_ j ) = b


(5.15)

where xbpi __ qi +1_ j , ybpi __ qi +1_ j , zbpi __ qi +1_ j is the location of Bbpi __ iq+1_ j along the ground coordinate,

Dn =( xn , yn , zn ) is along the normal direction of the belt plane according to the tread
block Bip__i +q1_ j . And f ( ) = b is the given road profile.
Then the tread block normal force is given as

FnB p _ q

i _ i+1_ j

= kpn nB p _ q

(5.16)

i _ i+1_ j

where

 nB

p_q
i _ i +1_ j

 L − Bbpi __ iq+1_ j Bnpi __ iq+1_ j
=  t0
0


if Lt 0  Bbpi __ iq+1_ j Bnpi __ iq+1_ j
otherwise

where kpn is the normal stiffness of the tread block.
The shear forces along the direction Dsx and Dsy are given as

FxB p _ q

kpsx xBip__i+q1_ j
=
0


if FnB p _ q

FyB p _ q

kpsy yBip__i+q1_ j
=
0


if FnB p _ q

i _ i +1_ j

i _ i +1_ j

i _ i +1_ j

0
(5.17)

otherwise

i _ i +1_ j

0
(5.18)

otherwise

where kpsx and kpsy are shear stiffness along Dsx and Dsy directions, respectively. And

 xB

p_q
i _ i+1_ j

and  yB p _ q are calculated by
i _ i+1_ j
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d xB p _ q

i _ i +1_ j

dt
i _ i +1_ j

dt
bi _ i +1_ j

and vyB p _ q

bi _ i +1_ j

(5.19)

= v yB p _ q

(5.20)

bi _ i +1_ j

d yB p _ q

where vxB p _ q

= vxB p _ q

bi _ i +1_ j

are velocities of Bbpi __ iq+1_ j along the directions of Dsx and

Dsy , respectively as Figure 5.9.
Then the resultant force generated by tread block Bip__i +q1_ j is given as

FB p _ q

bi _ i+1_ j

=  FxB p _ q
 i _ i+1_ j

FnB p _ q   Dsx
i _ i +1_ j 

FyB p _ q

i _ i +1_ j

Dsy

Dn 

(5.21)

Decomposing the force FB p _ q to the ground coordinate yields
i _ i +1_ j

FB p _ q

i _ i+1_ j

=  FxBg p _ q
 i _ i+1_ j

FyBg p _ q

i _ i+1_ j

FzBg p _ q  Og X g OgY g Og Zg 

i _ i+1_ j  

Note that when the calculated  FzBg p _ q

i _ i +1_ j

 FxBg p _ q

i _ i +1_ j

2

+ FyBg p _ q

i _ i +1_ j

2

(5.22)

, then the tread

block starts to slide on the ground. In this case, the calculation of the tread block force

FB p _ q

i _ i +1_ j

should be modified as

F
= F
FyB p _ q
FnB p _ q   Dsx Dsy Dn 
 Bip__i+q1_ j  xBip__i+q1_ j
i _ i +1_ j
i _ i +1_ j 


=  FxBgp _ q
FyBgp _ q
FzBgp _ q  Og X g OgY g Og Zg 

i
_
i
+
1_
j
i
_
i
+
1_
j
i _ i +1_ j  



 FzBgp _ q = FxBgp _ q 2 + FyBgp _ q 2

i _ i +1_ j
i _ i +1_ j
i _ i +1_ j


FxBgp _ q
FxBg p _ q
i _ i +1_ j

= g i _ i+1_ j
g

FyB p _ q
FyB p _ q

i _ i +1_ j
i _ i +1_ j
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The force FB p _ q

i _ i +1_ j

is distributed to the belt point Oi_ j and Oi+1_ j based on the

distance of Bip__i +q1_ j to these two belt points. For the belt point Oi_ j , the tread block
force generated from Bip__i +q1_ j is given as

FB p _ q

i _ i+1_ j , Oi_ j

= (1 −

p

)F p _ q
Ptotal + 1 Bi _ i+1_ j

(5.24)

While for the belt point Oi+1_ j , the tread block force generated from Bip__i +q1_ j is given
as

FB p _ q

i _ i+1_ j , Oi+1_ s

=

p
Ptotal + 1

FB p _ q

i _ i +1_ j

(5.25)

Based on above scheme, summing all tread block forces on Bi −j _1_pi _ s and

Bip__i +q1_ j , for 0  p  Ptotal and 0  q  Qtotal , to belt point Oi_ j , and decomposing them
along the local coordinate Og X Di YDi ZDi , one can get the resultant tread block force

Fpi _ j =  Fpri _ j

Fpli _ j

Fpti _ j  Ow X wi OwYwi Ow Zwi  for Oi_ j .



Equations of Motion for the Proposed Tire Model
The equations of motion of the proposed 3D flexible ring tire model are given
as follows:
For the rim:
J total I total

M w rw =  Fsidi _ j − Fsp − Gw

(5.26)

dH w J total Itotal i _ j
=  Tsid + T
dt
j =1 i =1

(5.27)

j =1 i =1

where

Hw = [I wxx

I wyy ( sin  + w ) I wxx cos  ] Og X1 OgYDi Og Z1 
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Tsidi _ j

Ow X wi OwYwi Ow Z wi
= Rw
Wj
0
i_ j
i_ j
i_ j
Fsidr
Fsidl
Fsidt

I wxx is the rim moment of inertia along the radial direction, and I wyy is the rim moment
of inertia along the lateral direction. T is the external torque applied on rim.
For the belt point Oi_ j (1  i  Itotal ,1  j  J total ) :

mi ai _ j = −Fsi _ j + Fi i_+1j − Fi i−1_ j + Fj j_+i1 − Fj j−1_ i + Fpi _ j + iGi _ j

(5.28)

where iGi _ j is the gravity of the belt point Oi_ j along the local coordinate Ow X wi Ywi Zwi .
Conclusion
In this chapter, a detailed three dimensional out-of-plane flexible ring tire
model is proposed. For the out-of-plane flexible ring modeling approach, the tire belt
is discretized into different layers, each layer is modeled similar as the in-plane
flexible ring model with additional degree of freedom added on the belt point and the
rim. While the neighboring belt points among different layers are also connected by
the springs and dampers located right in the middle between the corresponding
neighboring belt points, and the tread blocks are also attached among different layers
of the tire belt. The number of layers of the belt can be adjusted depending on the
complexity of the simulation conditions. Also, the tire structure and material structure
among different layers is different. Therefore, the values of the same parameters
among different tire layers can be vary.
The programming procedure for the out-of-plane tire model is the same as the
in-plane tire model. However, due to the increasing number of belt points and
additional degrees of freedom added on each component, the total simulation time of
the out-of-plane flexible ring tire model also increases significantly. Therefore, one
important aspect for the out-of-plane tire model coding is to try to use different
strategies to reduce the total simulation time. For this research, all the simulations for
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the proposed tire model are conducted in MATLAB. Several strategies are applied
here to improve the simulation efficiency: 1) increase the simulation time steps
without losing accuracy; 2) decrease the total layer numbers and tread block numbers
without losing accuracy; 3) replace the MATLAB for loop by vectorization code as
much as possible; 4) use implicit method for numerical simulation instead of explicit
method (since implicit method is able to generate stable solution for relatively large
simulation time steps). Parallel computing might also be an effective tool to improve
the efficiency, and this would be one of the future works for this research.
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CHAPTER Ⅵ
OUT-OF-PLANE FLEXIBLE RING TIRE MODEL PARAMETER
IDENTIFICATION AND VALIDATION
FTire ADAMS® Virtual Test Rig and Test Results
This chapter explores the parameter identification and validation of the
proposed out-of-plane flexible ring tire model based on various ADAMS® FTire tests
including various cleat tests and driving/braking tests. As for the cleat tests, the first
types of tests are the in-plane quasi-static/dynamic cleat tests with the test cases the
same as Table 3.2 and 3.3; the second types of tests are out-of-plane quasistatic/dynamic cleat tests shown as Figure 6.1, where the tire is up straight with
camber angle equal to 0°. The out-of-plane quasi-static/dynamic cleat test cases are
listed as Table 6.1-6.2; the third types of tests are out-of-plane cleat tests with the tire
camber angle equal to -4° shown as Figure 6.2. The test cases are shown as Figures
6.3 with three different cleat angles. The tire velocity is equal to 30km/h, static load is
equal to 4800N, and cleat height is equal to 0.01m for all these test cases.

Cleat

Tire

Figure 6.1 Top view of out-of-plane ADAMS® FTire cleat test rig with 0° camber angle
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Figure 6.2 Side view of out-of-plane ADAMS® FTire cleat test rig with -4° camber
angle

Tire

Tire

Cleat

Cleat

(a)

(b)

Tire

Cleat

(c)
Figure 6.3 Top view of ADAMS® FTire dynamic cleat test rig with -4° tire camber:
(a) cleat angle=0; (b) cleat angle=-45°; (c) cleat angle=45°
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Table 6.1 Virtual quasi-static out-of-plane cleat test cases
Case
1
2
3

Velocity
(km/h)
2
2
2

Static Load
(N)
3000
4800
6600

Height
(m)
0.01
0.01
0.01

Table 6.2 Virtual dynamic out-of-plane cleat test cases
Velocity
Case (km/h)
1
30
2
30
3
30
4
60
5
30

Static Load
(N)
4800
3000
6600
4800
4800

Height
(m)
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.01
0.02

Figures 6.4(a)-(c) and 6.5(a)-(c) show the FTire vertical, longitudinal and
lateral spindle force predicted results for various cases of quasi-static and dynamic
out-of-plane cleat tests for zero tire camber, respectively. From the figures, for the outof-plane cleat tests, the enveloping behavior for the vertical forces is much less
obvious than the vertical forces generated from the in-plane cleat tests for all cases.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 6.4 FTire out-of-plane quasi-static cleat test results: a) Vertical force; b)
longitudinal force; c) lateral force
From Figure 6.4, it appears that as the tire load increases, the vertical spindle
forces change from double peaks for static load 3000N to triple peaks for static load
6600N, the peak value of the longitudinal force increases, while the peak value of the
lateral force decreases.
For Figures 6.5, it shows that the general trend of the vertical and longitudinal
forces appears similar as the in-plane dynamic cleat test results for all cases. For the
lateral force, both tire velocity and cleat height have huge influences on the peak
values. As the static load increases, the lateral force peak value decreases. Especially,
the trend of the lateral force trajectory for static load 6600N appears to be different
from the trajectories for static loads 3000N and 4800N.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6.5 FTire out-of-plane dynamic cleat test results: a) Vertical force; b)
longitudinal force; c) lateral force
Figures 6.6 (a)-(c) show the FTire vertical, longitudinal and lateral spindle
force predicted results for out-of-plane dynamic cleat tests with -4° tire camber. It is
shown that the enveloping behavior for the vertical force with 0 cleat angle is more
obvious than the vertical forces with none zero cleat angles. As for the longitudinal
forces, there are delays for the first peaks of the longitudinal forces of none zero cleat
angles than zero cleat angle. The later peak force for -45° cleat angle is the largest
among these three cases. This is because the negative camber angle results in positive
steady state lateral force, and the negative cleat angle also results in positive lateral
force when the tire begins to touch the cleat. Due to the combination of the negative
cleat angle and tire camber angle, the lateral peak force is the largest compared to the
rest two cases.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6.6 FTire out-of-plane dynamic cleat test results with camber angle: a) Vertical
force; b) longitudinal force; c) lateral force
Besides the cleat tests, three types of tire driving/braking/cornering tests are
conducted to further validate the proposed tire model including the pure longitudinal
slip ratio sweep tests, pure lateral slip angle sweep tests and combined slip tests. The
tire slip ratio and slip angle are defined by equations (1.1) and (1.2), respectively.
The detailed test conditions are listed as Tables 6.3-6.5, respectively. For
ADAMS slip ratio sweep test, to vary the slip ratio from -25% to 25% as listed in
Table 6.3, the tire spin rate is set as 7  sin(3t ) + 27 (rad/s), where 27 rad/s is around
the tire free rolling speed at velocity 30 km/h. For tire slip angle sweep test, in this
case, the slip angle is equal to the tire toe (steering) angle. Therefore, in ADAMS
simulation, one can just constraint the tire rotation angular along vertical axis to be

15  sin(3t) to get the required slip angle. For the combined slip test, first keep the tire
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steer angle to be +5° or -5°, and then set the spin rate to be 7  sin(3t ) + 27 (rad/s) to
achieve the test requirements as listed in Table 6.5.
Table 6.3 Pure slip ratio sweep test conditions
Velocity Static Load
Case (km/h)
(N)
1
30
4800
2
30
3000
3
30
6600

Slip Ratio
(%)
25  sin(3t )
25  sin(3t )
25  sin(3t )

Slip Angle
(deg)
0
0
0

Table 6.4 Pure slip angle sweep test conditions
Case
1
2
3

Velocity Static Load
(km/h)
(N)
30
4800
30
3000
30
6600

Slip Ratio
(%)
0
0
0

Slip Angle
(deg)
15  sin(3t)
15  sin(3t)
15  sin(3t)

Table 6.5 Combined slip test conditions
Velocity Static Load
Case (km/h)
(N)
1
30
4800
2
30
3000
3
30
6600

Slip Ratio
(%)
25  sin(3t )
25  sin(3t )
25  sin(3t )

Slip Angle
(deg)
-5/+5
-5/+5
-5/+5

Figures 6.7-6.9 illustrated the FTire test results for above three test conditions.
Based on Figures 6.7 and 6.8, the tire starts to saturate when the longitudinal slip ratio
reaches 12% and the lateral slip angle reaches 9°. The pure peak lateral force and the
longitudinal force are about the same, with the friction constant equal to around 0.8.
And the loop shape for both slip ratio sweep and slip angle sweep is due to the tire
elastic hysteresis. From Figure 6.9, the magnitude of tire lateral force decreases as the
tire longitudinal driving/braking force increases, which indicates that the tire
lateral/longitudinal force cannot exceed the ellipse for a given load.
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Figure 6.7 FTire slip ratio sweep test results

Figure 6.8 FTire slip angle sweep test results
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Figure 6.9 FTire combined slip test results (SA: Slip Angle)
Parameter Identification of Out-of-Plane Flexible Ring Tire Model
The out-of-plane tire model has totally 22 parameters. 11 out of these parameters
are in-plane parameters listed as Table 3.4 and the rest 11 parameters listed as Table 6.6
are out-of-plane parameters.
The in-plane parameters are shared for both in-plane and out-of-plane tire
model. In previous chapters, the identified in-plane parameters for the twodimensional tire model are already identified as Table 3.4. For the proposed tire
model, the resultant in-plane parameters’ spring stiffness and damping values for the
out-of-plane tire model should be equal to the in-plane tire model. Based on this
statement, the relations of the in-plane parameters between the in-plane and out-ofplane tire models are shown in Table 6.6. Note that besides the stiffness and damping
parameters, the belt point mass values for in-plane and out-of-plane models are also
different, and their relations are given as mi_3D =

mi_2D * K
.
J total * I total

For the simulation of the out-of-plane tire model in this dissertation, the total
tire layer number J total is chosen to be 3, I total is chosen to be 70, Ptotal is chosen to be
31 and Qtotal is chosen to be 3. Then based on following table, the in-plane parameter
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values for the out-of-plane tire model can be easily obtained. Note that in this table, to
account for the parameter variance among different layers of the tire model,

ksr_3D_m / kst_3D_m represent the radial/tangential sidewall stiffness for the middle layers,
and ksr_3D_b / kst_3D_b represent the radial/tangential sidewall stiffness for the boundary
layers,  is the ratio of the stiffness between the boundary layer and middle layer, and
in this dissertation,  is set to be 1.5.
Table 6.6 In-plane tire parameter relation between in-plane tire model and out-ofplane tire model

ksr_2D * K
(2* + J total − 2)* I total
= ksr_3D_m *

kst_2D * K
(2* + J total − 2)* I total
= kst_3D_m 

ksr_3D_m =

kst_3D_m =

/ ksr_3D_b

/ kst_3D_b

csr_3D =
cbinr_3D =

kpsx_3D =

csr_2D * K
J total * I total

cst_3D =

cbinr_2D * I total
K * J total

cbint_3D =

kps_2D  M * K
J total  I total * Qtotal  Ptotal_3D

ksrn_3D =

ksrn_2D * N
J total * I total

cst_2D * K
J total * I total

kbinr_3D =

kbinr_2D * I total
K * J total

cbint_2D * I total
K * J total

kbint_3D =

kbint_2D * I total
K * J total

kpn_3D =

kpn_2D  M * K
J total * I total  Qtotal  Ptotal_3D

Once the in-plane tire parameters are specified, these parameter values remain
the same, and the rest parameters are identified based on out-of-plane dynamic cleat
test Case 1 with zero tire camber angle. And the optimization problem is formulated as
follows:
Find:  = [ksl , csl , kbinl , cbinl , kboutr , kboutt , kboutl , cboutr , cboutt , cboutl , kpl ]T
n

n

n

p =1

p =1

p =1

Minimize: Cost function =  ( Fzsp - Fzep )2 +  ( Fxsp - Fxep )2 +  ( Fysp - Fyep )2
Subject to: iLB  i < iUB (i =1,2,...,11)
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where Fzsp , Fxsp and Fysp are the pth element of the predicted vertical, longitudinal and
lateral spindle force vectors Fzs , Fxs and Fys for out-of-plane cleat test Case 1
obtained from the proposed out-of-plane flexible ring tire model, respectively. Fzep ,

Fxep and Fyep are the pth element of the FTire virtual test vertical and longitudinal force
vectors Fze , Fxe and Fye , respectively. Again, MATLAB® particalswarm algorithm
is used to solve the optimization problem. The stop criterion is set to be 20 hours. The
final predicted values are listed as Table 6.7.
Table 6.7 Identified out-of-plane parameters
Parameters
(Unit)

Optimal
Value

LB

UB

ksl (N/m)

3.6E3

2E3

2E4

csl (N∙s/m)
kbinl (N/m)

0.3

0.1

5

4.5E5

8E4

8E5

cbinl (N∙s/m)

0.8

0.1

5

kboutr (N/m)
kboutt (N/m)

2.2E4

1E4

1E5

8.0E4

1E4

1E5

kboutl (N/m)

8.9E4

1E4

1E5

cboutr (N∙s/m)
cboutt (N∙s/m)

0.6

0.1

5

0.7

0.1

5

cboutl (N∙s/m)
kpl (N/m)

0.9

0.1

5

9.7E2

5E2

5E3

Tire Model Validation
Based on the identified parameters above, the out-of-plane tire model is
validated by comparing the predicted results with FTire for above virtual tests.

In-plane cleat test comparison
In this section, the out-of-plane tire model is applied to predict the in-plane tire
behaviors for both static load-deflection and dynamic cleat tests listed as Table 3.23.3. Note that for the in-plane tire simulations, due to the symmetric of the tire
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structure, the out-of-plane parameters will not take effect for the final prediction. In
other words, changing the out-of-plane parameters will not induce the variation of the
predicted results. Results shows that based on the assumed relation in Table 6.6, the
proposed in-plane and out-of-plane model can generate almost the same predicted
results for all cases. Figures 6.10 and 6.11 show two examples of the predicted results
for the both tire models for quasi-static and dynamic cleat test Case 1.

(a)
(b)
Figure 6.10 Comparison between FTire and proposed tire model for in-plane quasistatic cleat test Case 1: a) vertical force; b) longitudinal force

(a)
(b)
Figure 6.11 Comparison between FTire and proposed tire model for in-plane dynamic
cleat test Case 1: a) vertical force; b) longitudinal force
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Out-of-plane cleat test comparison with 0° camber
Quasi-static cleat tests
Figures 6.12-6.14 show the predicted quasi-static spindle forces according to
FTire and proposed tire model under different static loads for out-of-plane cleat tests.
Results show that for all load conditions, the vertical force peak obtained from FTire is
smaller than the proposed model, the longitudinal force peak obtained from FTire is
larger than the proposed tire model. The lateral force peak obtained from the proposed
tire model increases as the static load increases, which is opposite from the FTire.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6.12 Comparison between FTire and proposed tire model for out-of-plane static
cleat test Case 1: a) vertical force; b) longitudinal force; c) lateral force
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6.13 Comparison between FTire and proposed tire model for out-of-plane static
cleat test Case 2: a) vertical force; b) longitudinal force; c) lateral force

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 6.14 Comparison between FTire and proposed tire model for out-of-plane static
cleat test Case 3: a) vertical force; b) longitudinal force; c) lateral force
Dynamic cleat tests
Figures 6.15-6.19 show the predicted vertical and longitudinal spindle forces
according to FTire and proposed tire model for out-of-plane dynamic cleat test Cases
1-5. In general, the vertical spindle force peak generated from the proposed tire model
is larger than FTire model for most driving cases. Also, the magnitudes of the
longitudinal forces according to the proposed tire model are smaller than FTire for all
the driving cases when tire velocity is 30km/h. For dynamic cleat test Cases 3-5, there
are huge differences of the lateral spindle forces between FTire and proposed tire
models.
The results also show that the magnitudes of the predicted longitudinal spindle
forces, especially for FTire model, are much larger than the predicted lateral spindle
forces. This is probably due to the larger longitudinal tire slip force for larger tire
velocity. For instance, for quasi-static out-of-plane cleat tests, when the tire slip is
small, the predicted longitudinal forces and lateral forces are much closer for all
loading conditions as evidenced by Figures 6.12-6.14.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6.15 Comparison between FTire and proposed tire model for out-of-plane
dynamic cleat test Case 1: a) vertical force; b) longitudinal force; c) lateral force

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 6.16 Comparison between FTire and proposed tire model for out-of-plane
dynamic cleat test Case 2: a) vertical force; b) longitudinal force; c) lateral force

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6.17 Comparison between FTire and proposed tire model for out-of-plane
dynamic cleat test Case 3: a) vertical force; b) longitudinal force; c) lateral force
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6.18 Comparison between FTire and proposed tire model for out-of-plane
dynamic cleat test Case 4: a) vertical force; b) longitudinal force; c) lateral force

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 6.19 Comparison between FTire and proposed tire model for out-of-plane
dynamic cleat test Case 5: a) vertical force; b) longitudinal force; c) lateral force

Out-of-plane cleat test comparison with 4° tire camber
Figures 6.20-6.22 show the comparison of the predicted results for different
cleat angle when the tire camber angle equal to -4°. The results show that in general
the trend of the spindle forces generated from the proposed tire model match FTire at
all three directions. However, the results with non-zero camber angle do not match as
well as zero camber. The modeling approach and the parameter identification for nonzero camber still need to be further improved.

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 6.20 Comparison between FTire and proposed tire model for out-of-plane
dynamic cleat test Case 1: a) vertical force; b) longitudinal force; c) lateral force

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6.21 Comparison between FTire and proposed tire model for out-of-plane
dynamic cleat test Case 2: a) vertical force; b) longitudinal force; c) lateral force
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6.22 Comparison between FTire and proposed tire model for out-of-plane
dynamic cleat test Case 3: a) vertical force; b) longitudinal force; c) lateral force

Driving/braking/cornering comparison
Figures 6.23-6.25 show the comparison of the predicted results for slip ratio
sweep, slip angle sweep and combined slip, respectively. The simulation results justify
that the proposed tire model is capable of handling analysis as well. Figure 6.23 shows
that the slip ratio-longitudinal tire force relation matches well between FTire and the
proposed model for both saturation slip ratio and the peak longitudinal force. As for
the slip angle-lateral tire force relation shown as Figure 6.24, both models show that
the maximum lateral force is about 0.8 times the vertical tire load, and the tire starts to
saturate around 10° slip angle. However, when the tire side slip angle is less than 10°
before the tire saturation, the lateral force obtained from the proposed model is in
general less than FTire. This explains why in Figure 6.25, the maximum lateral force
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obtained from the proposed tire model is less than FTire, when longitudinal tire force
is equal to 0 for 5° slip angle. Based on the results, it can be deduced that for any
given side slip angle, the combined lateral force value in Figure 6.25 cannot exceed
the pure lateral force value given by Figure 6.24.

Figure 6.23 Comparison between FTire and proposed tire model for slip ratio sweep
test

Figure 6.24 Comparison between FTire and proposed tire model for slip angle sweep
test
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Figure 6.25 Comparison between FTire and proposed tire model for combined slip test

Full-car model application
Similar as the in-plane tire model, the out-of-plane tire model is further
validated by applying it on a full-car model for various cleat tests. The full car model
parameters are listed in Table 6.8 and the test conditions are listed as Table 6.9. The
ADAMS® FTire test rig is given as Figure 6.26. In this model, the tires and the
sprung mass are only flexible along the vertical direction and are rigidly connected
along lateral and longitudinal directions. The toe and camber angles for all tires are set
to be 0 for whole simulation. No joint frictions are included in the model. And the
vehicle travels at a constant velocity 30km/h through motion control. The full-car
model according to the proposed tire model is built in MATLAB under exactly the
same conditions. And the results are compared in terms of the tire spindle forces along
three directions, tire vertical displacement and suspension jounces. The comparison of
the predicted results between FTire and the proposed tire model for various variables
are given by Figures 6.28-6.40.
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Table 6.8 Full car model and tire size parameters

Sprung mass (SM)

Parameter
(Unit)
M s (kg)

1242.98

Roll moment of inertia

I xx (kg  m2)

536

Pitch moment of inertial

I yy (kg  m2)

1536

Front tire longitudinal distance to SM CG

Lfront (m)

1.5

Rear tire longitudinal distance to SM CG

Lrear (m)

1.5

Left tire lateral distance to SM CG

Lleft (m)

0.85

Right tire lateral distance to SM CG

Lright (m)

0.85

Suspension spring stiffness

k s (N/m)

1E5

Suspension damping

cs (Ns/m)

400

Description

Value

Figure 6.26 ADAMS® full-car test rig

0° cleat

45° cleat

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.27 Top view of ADAMS® test rig: a) 45°; and b) 0° cleat
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Table 6.9 List of test conditions
Velocity
Case (km/h)
1
2
3

30
10
30

Cleat
Height
angle
(m)
(degree)
0
0.01
0
0.01
45
0.01

Comparison for Case 1
Figures 6.28-6.31 shows the predicted results for different variables according
to the FTire and proposed model for Case 1, respectively. Note that for Cases 1 and 2,
since the tire passes through 0° cleat, and the vehicle is set to be symmetric, so the
predicted variables along the left side of the vehicle is the same as the right side, and
the lateral tire force is equal to 0. Therefore, only the variables according to the left side
are compared for these two cases.
In general, the trends of the proposed model match the FTire model for all
variables. Based on the results, it shows that the main variation of each variable occurs
when the corresponding tire interacts with the cleat. Especially, for longitudinal force,
the influence of the interaction between the front tire and the cleat on the rear side is
negligible. As for the vertical displacement for both front and rear sides, when tire
passes through the cleat, the maximum tire center deflection is about 6mm, which is
60% of the cleat height. And the peak jounce is also about 6mm, which indicates that
the sprung mass center of gravity (CG) height does not change much when the tire
passes through the cleat at a velocity 30 km/h.
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Figure 6.28 Comparison of the tire longitudinal force

Figure 6.29 Comparison of the tire vertical force
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Figure 6.30 Comparison of the tire vertical displacement

Figure 6.31 Comparison of the tire jounce
Comparison for Case 2
Figures 6.32-6.35 shows the predicted results for different variables according
to the FTire and proposed model for Case 2, respectively. In this case, both peaks for
the front and rear tire forces decrease for 10km/h velocity compared to Case 1 with 30
km/h velocity. The influence of the front tire-cleat interaction on the rear tire
longitudinal force is still negligible, however, the influence on the rear tire vertical
force is no longer trivial with respect to its peak. The front tire peak vertical deflection
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also increases about 15% compared to Case 1, and the peak jounce also decreases
slightly compared to Case 1. Meanwhile, the trend of the jounce displacement is
different from the trend of the corresponding vertical tire displacement in Case 1, this
indicates that as the tire velocity decreases, the oscillation frequency of the jounce
depends more on the suspension spring stiffness and damping, instead of the tire
stiffness and damping.

Figure 6.32 Comparison of the tire longitudinal force

Figure 6.33 Comparison of the tire vertical force
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Figure 6.34 Comparison of the tire vertical displacement

Figure 6.35 Comparison of the tire jounce
Comparison for Case 3
Figures 6.36-6.40 shows the predicted results for different variables according
to FTire and proposed model for Case 3, respectively. The results show that most
variables according to the proposed model match FTire for four tires. The peak
displacement of the tire crossing over the cleat is slightly larger for Case 3 of 45° cleat
compared to Case 1 of 0° cleat. Both the jounce peak and trend are similar as the vertical
tire displacement for this case.
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Figure 6.36 Comparison of the tire longitudinal force

Figure 6.37 Comparison of the tire vertical force
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Figure 6.38 Comparison of the tire lateral force

Figure 6.39 Comparison of the tire vertical displacement
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Figure 6.40 Comparison of the tire jounce
Conclusion
This section mainly discusses about the parameter identification and validation
for the proposed out-of-plane tire model. Through all the comparison with FTire cleat
test, overall the trend of the out-of-plane cleat test results match FTire model for
various cleat tests, however, the results do not match as well as the in-plane cleat tests.
This indicates that there is still room for the improvement of the out-of-plane tire
model. Several possible approaches that can further validate the improvements
include: 1) add the nonlinearity to the normal tread block stiffness to better match
FTire, since in FTire modeling approach, nonlinearity is added to the tread block
stiffness; 2) consider the tire model variations according to different tire cambers; 3)
specify the relationship between the tire parameters with different tire pressure,
temperature and velocities to extend the tire model application range as well as more
accurately represent the actual tire characteristics.
Also, it should be noted that in general, the dynamic cleat test results for the
proposed tire model match FTire better along vertical and longitudinal directions
compared with the lateral directions. This is probably because that the lateral force
magnitude is much less compared to the longitudinal and vertical forces, therefore, for
the total cost function for parameter identification optimization, the weight of the
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lateral force will be much smaller than the longitudinal and vertical forces. To make
the weight of the tire forces in the cost function equal, the three terms need to be
normalized.
Besides, instead of using FTire for validation, the tire test data from actual
experiments maybe more viable to validate the tire model. It is possible that some
reference data generated from FTire may not be completely pragmatic especially for
some complex out-of-plane test conditions.
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CHAPTER Ⅶ
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This PhD research developed and validated both in-plane and out-of-plane
flexible ring tire models that can be used for handling, ride comfort and durability
analysis. The tasks accomplished in this dissertation include:
1. Developed detailed analytical in-plane and out-of-plane flexible ring tire
models through discretized belt points approach based on multibody dynamics
theory. The proposed tire model is unique for the description of the interaction
between the neighboring belt points, as well as the interaction between the tire
and ground through the tread blocks. By comparing prediction results of the
proposed tire model with commercial FTire, the proposed model could
generate similar prediction results as FTire for various cleat test cases,
especially for the in-plane cleat tests;
2. Identified both in-plane and out-of-plane tire model parameters based on
MATALB particleswarm algorithm. Moreover, based on the in-plane
parameter relationship between out-of-plane tire model and in-plane tire
model, the values of the in-plane parameters for the out-of-plane tire model
could be directly borrowed from the in-plane tire model;
3. Specified the relationship between the parameter value and belt point/tread
block numbers for both in-plane and out-of-plane tire model. Based on this
relationship, the influence of the discretized belt point/tread block number on
the prediction accuracy and efficiency were further studied;
4. Conducted the parameter sensitivity study to investigate each parameter’s
impact on the cleat test prediction;
5. Built various MSC ADAMS® /View virtual test rigs based on the commercial

FTire model to generate virtual test data for various driving/braking, cornering
and cleat tests to validate the proposed tire model.
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For further improvement, several future works worth conducting include:
1. By comparing the prediction results with FTire, the predicted results of the
proposed tire model need to be further improved for the out-of-plane cleat test.
Several possible strategies for improvement include: 1) add the nonlinearities
in the tread block stiffness to better match the FTire results since in
nonlinearity is added in the tread block stiffness for FTire; 2) instead of using
the constant parameter values for all simulation situations, it may be better to
vary the parameter value according to different speed, tire deflection, and tire
camber, etc .; 3) consider the normalization to eliminate the dominant of each
term in the cost function.
2. For all the tests conducted in this dissertation are under the same tire
pressure/temperature, as the tire pressure/temperature changes, the parameter
values for the proposed tire model should also change accordingly. Therefore,
to extend the tire application, it is important to figure out the relation between
tire parameters and tire pressure/temperature;
3. Nowadays FEA tire models are largely used for tire design for best tire
performance. Apparently, as the tire design parameter changes, the influence of
the tire to vehicle ride comfort or durability will also change accordingly.
However, it is not practical to conduct the full car ride comfort and durability
test based on these FEA tire model due to its inefficiency. Therefore, it would
be helpful to figure out the relationship of the parameters between the
discretized belt point ring type tire model and the FEA tire model;
4. It should be mentioned that even though FTire is recognized by industry as one
of the most powerful tire models. It is hard to guarantee that it is able to
generate perfectly accurate prediction results for all tire tests. Therefore, it is
worth conducting the actual tire experimental tests to better validate the
proposed tire model;
5. The long-term goal of this research is to develop a tire model with higher
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accuracy and efficiency than all previous proposed tire models for various
driving conditions. To improve the efficiency especially for the out-of-plane
tire model, it is also worth working on the parallel computing algorithms that
can be applied on the proposed tire model.
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